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Abstract 

In this thesis, microelectrode arrays of micropumps have been designed, fabricated and 

characterized for transporting microfluid by AC electro-osmosis (ACEO). In particular, the 3D 

stepped electrode design which shows superior performance to others in literature is adopted for 

making micropumps, and the performance of such devices has been studied and explored. A 

novel fabrication process has also been developed in the work, realizing 3D stepped electrodes on 

a flexible substrate, which is suitable for biomedical use, for example glaucoma implant.  

 

There are three major contributions to ACEO pumping in the work. First, a novel design of 3D 

“T-shaped” discrete electrode arrays was made using PolyMUMPs® process. The breakthrough of 

this work was discretizing the continuous 3D stepped electrodes which were commonly seen in 

the past research. The “T-shaped” electrodes did not only create ACEO flows on the top surfaces 

of electrodes but also along the side walls between separated electrodes. Secondly, four 3D 

stepped electrode arrays were designed, fabricated and tested. It was found from the experiment 

that PolyMUMPs® ACEO electrodes usually required a higher driving voltage than gold 

electrodes for operation. It was also noticed that a simulation based on the modified model taking 

into account the surface oxide of electrodes showed a better agreement with the experimental 

results. It thus demonstrated the possibility that the surface oxide of electrodes had impact on 

fluidic pumping. This methodology could also be applied to metal electrodes with a native oxide 

layer such as titanium and aluminum. Thirdly, a prototype of the ACEO pump with 3D stepped 

electrode arrays was first time realized on a flexible substrate using Kapton polyimide sheets and 

packaged with PDMS encapsulants. Comprehensive experimental testing was also conducted to 

evaluate the mechanical properties as well as the pumping performance. The experimental 

findings indicated that this fabrication process was a promising method to create flexible ACEO 

pumps that can be used as medical implants and wearable devices. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Microfluidics and micro-total-analysis-systems 

Microfluidics is a field of study revolving around the control and manipulation of 

micron/submicron volume of fluids confined in micron scale channels[1]. The term 

“microfluidics” is also generalized, incorporating the study on the motion of colloids and 

micro/nanopaticles, since the fluid and particle motion are closely related and interact with each 

other [2]. While the microfabrication technology advances, there emerge versatile and highly 

integrated microfluidic devices that cater for different applications. These miniaturized 

multifunctional fluidic devices are usually named micro-total-analysis-systems (µTAS), or 

equivalently lab-on-a-chip (LOC) [3]. However, currently, LOC is becoming a subdivision of 

µTAS, referring specifically to those devices on rigid base materials (silicon, glass) [4]. In the 

past decade, the evolving microfabrication technology enabled polymers to be employed as base 

materials for making microfluidic devices in a comparatively simple manner, such as injection 

molding, hot embossing, soft lithography, etc. The utilization of polymeric materials as base 

materials enormously improves the biocompatibility, portability and flexibility of microfluidic 

devices, yet these benefits are what silicon or glass substrates are lack of. This implementation of 

microfluidic devices may become the trend of future microfluidic technology and thereby such 

devices are also generalized with the name of lab-on-a-foil (LOF) [4]. From this perspective, 

µTAS may have a broader meaning than LOC. 
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Microfluidics, as a significant part of micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS) technology, is 

relatively new yet rapidly developing. It has already become the research and industrial focus 

worldwide. In the report of 2012 edition of “Status of the MEMS Industry” (“MIS”), 

microfluidics is predicted to be one of the two “dominating” MEMS technologies, accounting for 

23% of the overall MEMS market by 2017 [5]. A dedicated report issued by Yole Development 

in 2011 forecasts that the microfluidic device market should reach $4 billion in 2016 [6]. The 

considerable market of microfluidics is determined by its key features that some industries can 

greatly benefit from, such as cooling units for electronic circuits [7], nozzles of inkjet printers [8], 

and the manipulation and reaction of biological cells [9]. First, it reduces the quantity of samples 

and reagents for biochemical analysis. Secondly, the analysis time is shortened using miniaturized 

fluidic path. Thirdly, the accuracy and efficiency of the analysis process can be promoted. For 

example, µTAS can be an integration of multiple functional modules, which reduces handling 

error, increasing automation and enabling parallel processing. Finally, it is possible to integrate 

the microfluidic devices with both microelectronic circuits and MEMS sensors due to the 

miniaturization. Because of these benefits, microfluidics market will keep growing in a strong 

and steady manner [6].  

 

1.2 An overview of micropumps 

Micropumps, as one of the major types of microfluidic devices, enable the fluid transportation in 

microchannels. There are some taxonomies for categorizing micropumps [10-12]. A diagram of 

the classification of micropumps is shown in Figure 1-1. Generally, micropumps can be divided 

into two main categories that are displacement micropumps and dynamic micropumps. 

Displacement micropumps, with moving components, exert forces on the fluid through moving 
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boundaries, while dynamic pumps that can work without moving parts continuously add energy 

to the working fluid by increasing its momentum or pressure directly [11]. Typical examples of 

the displacement pumps being intensively researched in the past are the piezoelectric pumps with 

membrane valves or working in a peristaltic manner without valves [10]. However, moving parts 

complicate the fabrication and escalate chances of failure caused by bubble and particle blockage 

in the flow. Therefore, a design without valves or movable parts becomes a resort to such issues. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 A comprehensive classification of micropumps according to Ref [10, 11, 13]. The 

diagram focuses on the dynamic pumps which are explored and utilized in our research. 

 

The dynamic pump is such an alternative to eliminating mobile components. The dynamic pump 

can either initiate the liquid motion in the bulk liquid or in the electric double layer (EDL) in the 

channel bottom. Both the electrohydrodynamic (EHD) and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) pump 

initiate the liquid motion in the bulk. For the MHD pump, the Lorentz force is applied to the ions 

in the bulk liquid through a magnetic field while the electric force on ions in the bulk for the EHD 

injection, conduction and induction pump. The reported MHD pumps lack the ability to generate 

decent pressure and the usage is also hindered by the Joule heating problems while the EHD 

injection, conduction and induction micropumps usually require a high voltage or an introduced 
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temperature gradient [12]. By contrast, the electro-osmotic pump creates the fluid motion by 

driving ions in the EDL along the interface of the electrolyte and solid surface (channel walls or 

electrodes). The mobile ions in the EDL are driven by an electric field to create a slip velocity 

which further moves the bulk liquid. There are two types of electro-osmotic pumps - DC electro-

osmotic (EO) and AC electro-osmotic (ACEO) pump – using a DC electric power or an AC one. 

ACEO is also widely known as induced-charge electro-osmotic (ICEO) [14]. Despite, a broader 

meaning of ICEO suggested in Ref [15], ACEO and ICEO are still interchangeably used [12]. 

(Some paper uses the term “ACEO pump” which, however, refers to an EO pump whose flow is 

rectified by microvalves switching on/off in an AC manner [16]. This is a rare and unique use of 

the term and, according to its EDL mechanism, it is classified as EO pump rather than ACEO 

pump. In this thesis, we adopt the term “ACEO” to represent this phenomena and the related type 

of micropump.) Compared to EO pump working under a DC electric field, ACEO pump features 

a low voltage supply and less electrolysis. The ACEO pump is the focus of this work and is 

highlighted in Figure 1-1 to illustrate the micropump classification.  

 

1.3 An overview of microfabrication technologies for microfluidics 

Silicon and glass were the primary base materials for microfluidic devices in the early stage of 

microfluidic history when the microfabrication process was taken and adapted from that of 

microelectronics [17]. Besides, glass or quartz material offers great transparency that is important 

for fluidic measurement using particle image velocimetry (PIV) or particle tracking velocimetry 

(PTV). Additionally, the silica surface also naturally develops EDL in an electrolyte, which is the 

core of EO pumps. Methods vary greatly for geometrically structuring this type of substrate 

according to the fabrication needs and design specifications. Dry etching and wet etching are 
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common lithographical ways to make microchannels in silicon and glass substrates and both ways 

could etch the silicon substrate in an anisotropic and isotropic manner [18]. Isotropic etching may 

be preferable for rounded microchannels. Depending on the depth of microchannels, etching can 

be either surface-micromachining or bulk-micromachining [19-21].  However, both of them have 

limitations. Bulk-micromachining is time-consuming and requires proper protection of the back 

of the substrate. It also may cause high surface roughness and have photoresist layer attacked due 

to the long time exposure of the substrate in the etchant; surface-micromachining is not suitable 

for making deep microchannels on the silicon or glass substrates. Thanks to the advances in 

microfabrication techniques, it is possible to use other base materials, such as polymer and paper, 

for low-cost and rapid prototyping work of microfluidics [22, 23]. Polymeric materials are being 

widely used for their versatile fabrication methods, which is not only limited to the prototyping 

work in labs but also could realize mass production. In particular, the fabrication of high aspect 

ratio microfluidic structures is significantly facilitated.  

 

Photosensitive polymers could be structured by conventional photolithography methods and 

stereolithography. However, replication methods (or replica molding) using a master mold 

showed fast progress and distinctive advantages of high-throughput and low-cost [24]. Injection 

molding, casting (soft lithography), and hot embossing are three prominent replication methods 

for making polymer based microfluidic devices. The criteria for selecting the proper replication 

method rest with the glass transition temperature (Tg) and the behavior of the specific polymeric 

material [25]. Injection molding and hot embossing are typical replication methods applicable to 

the thermoplastic material like poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), which softens at Tg and is 

able to be reshaped by heating  up after it is cured. Casting, also well known as soft lithography, 
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is a predominating method extensively used for elastomer replication. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) 

(PDMS) is a very common and popular material for making microfluidic devices, which features 

simple process, good transparency and high resolution of transferring patterns from a mold. There 

are abundant reports pertaining to versatile PDMS devices made by soft lithography, such as 

microchannels [26], microfluidic connectors [27], valves [28], and peristaltic pumps [29]. 

Although replica molding outweigh traditional lithographical methods in many aspects, 

traditional etching and laser ablation may still be useful for thermoset materials [30], which do 

not soften when heated and thereby cannot be reshaped after curing.  

 

1.4 Thesis outline and major contribution  

The scope of this work is mainly about the design, characterization, analysis and fabrication of 

ACEO pumps. Besides, it also includes the simulation and comparison of ACEO pumps with 

different geometrical shapes according to the finite element methods (FEM) model elaborated by  

Ramos et al [31], Green et al [32]and Urbanski et al [33]. All phases of the work are related and 

coherent. The whole thesis is deployed as follows. 

 

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the background of microfluidics and a brief review of different 

types of dynamic micropumps and their working principles. It also introduces the traditional 

silicon/glass microfabrication techniques and replication methods widely used for making 

polymer microfluidic devices. 

 

Chapter 2 is the theoretical study and literature review on AC electrokinetics, specifically the 

ACEO and dielectrophoresis (DEP) phenomena. The chapter begins with the introduction of 
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different EDL models, followed by their mathematical description which is the basis of the 

ACEO theory. The theory of DEP is also elaborated in the end of the chapter, which will be 

applied to the FEM model for DEP simulation in the following chapter. 

 

Chapter 3 introduces the fundamental of FEM modeling for ACEO and DEP. In this chapter, the 

performances of ACEO pumps of different geometrical electrodes are analyzed and compared in 

simulation. From the simulation the ACEO pump with 3D stepped electrodes demonstrates the 

best pumping performance in terms of the peak velocity magnitude, which is also the motivation 

of adopting such design in the following research work in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Since tracing 

particles are used for flow characterization in experiments, DEP forces may have impact on the 

particle motion. It is of great importance to identify and differentiate the cause of particle motion. 

A DEP simulation is thus conducted later in this chapter to explore any influence that DEP 

phenomenon may have on the ACEO flow observation and measurement  

 

Chapter 4 presents an ACEO pump incorporating 3D “T-shaped” electrode arrays made by 

PolyMUMPs® process. This novel “T-shaped” electrode design adapts the conventional 3D 

stepped electrode structure and breaks the continuity of the 3D stepped electrodes to create side 

walls for ACEO pumping. This design is simulated based on a full 3D FEM model. Fluidic 

testing is also performed and compared to the simulation results.  

 

Chapter 5 is regarding the study of ACEO pumps using 3D stepped electrode arrays with 

different configurations. Four micropumps have been designed and fabricated by PolyMUMPs® 

process. Both simulation and experimental testing have been carried out. Some discrepancies 
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have been found between the simulation and experimental results. The mismatch between 

simulation and experimental results is attributed to the surface oxide on polysilicon surfaces. 

Hence, the original ACEO model is modified by taking into account this surface oxide. The 

modified model gives an improved prediction for the frequency response of the micropumps, 

agreeing with the experimental results. 

 

Chapter 6 presents a creative fabrication process and comprehensive experimental work regarding 

a polymer ACEO pump incorporating 3D stepped microelectrode arrays. The motivation of this 

work is transferring 3D stepped electrodes from rigid silicon substrates to flexible substrates so as 

to create a flexible, biocompatible and implantable active device that can meet the requirement of 

biomedical applications. This prototype is the first ACEO pump ever built on a flexible substrate. 

 

Chapter 7 concludes research findings and gives recommendations on the future research work. 

 

There are three aspects of the significance of this work. First, a novel 3D design of “T-shaped” 

microelectrode array was proposed, fabricated and tested. Secondly, the surface oxide of 

PolyMUMPs® microelectrode arrays was studied through simulation. Its impact on fluidic 

pumping was revealed by comparing the simulation and experimental results. Thirdly, a closed 

channel, 3D stepped ACEO pump was first time realized on a polymer substrate, which has great 

potential for biomedical use.  
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical Study and Literature Review on Electrokinetics 

2.1 Introduction 

The electrokinetic phenomena are a combination of several effects that include electro-osmosis 

(EO), electrophoresis (EP), streaming potential and sedimentation potential. The first two effects 

are related to an object motion created by an electric field in an electrolyte while the latter two are, 

reversely, an electric field induced by an object motion. All these effects may exist concurrently 

and correlated in the same system. However, the latter two effects are usually less pronounced in 

electrokinetic micropumps where creating a fluid motion is the function and major concern of 

micropumps. Besides, the fluid motion is usually slow enough to ignore the electric field of 

streaming potential and sedimentation. This chapter will begin with reviewing the mechanisms of 

the formation of electrical double layers (EDLs) and discussing different models for describing 

EDLs in terms of the charge and the electric potential distribution. Because the electrokinetic 

phenomena include both the electric field and the fluid motion, both the electric domain and fluid 

domain governing functions are studied. Coupling methods for the two domains are also 

elucidated. Theories based on DC electrokinetics will be reviewed first, based on which the AC 

electrokinetic theories and formulation are deduced and discussed in details. Since the ACEO 

pump is the major concern of the work, particle motion due to DEP will be briefly introduced in 

the end of the chapter. 

2.2 An overview on the evolution of EDLs theories 

The current theories of AC electrokinetics are based on the early study of electrokinetic 

phenomena employing a DC electric field and the mathematical models of the DC electrokinetics 
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are justified for the AC case. Therefore, it necessitates exploring the mathematical description of 

the electrokinetic phenomena employing a DC electric field before extending the modeling 

philosophy to the AC case. The EDL, which is the incentive of the EO and EP effects, is the most 

important subject of study in electrokinetics. When a solid object is immersed in an electrolyte 

(polar liquid), EDLs are spontaneously formed at the interface of the solid phase and the liquid 

phase due to the charge redistribution in the electrolyte. This charge redistribution is caused by 

the gradient of the electrochemical potential between the two phases [34]. The entire process is 

comprised of three aspects. First, surface alteration of the solid phase; when the solid phase is 

brought into contact with the liquid, its surface becomes charged by deprotonating [35] or 

adsorption of particles (ions or molecules) [2] . Second, the molecules of the polar liquid will tend 

to be polarized [2], generating a potential gradient between the solid-liquid interface and the bulk 

of the liquid. Finally, ions in the electrolyte are prone to migrating under this potential gradient. 

Consequently, an excess of counter-ions accumulate near the solid-liquid interface, tending to 

screen out the charged solid surface, while co-ions are repelled from the vicinity of the solid 

phase. This two-phase system could generalize two major electrokinetic phenomena – EO and EP 

– with different arrangements of the solid and liquid phase in an external electric field. EO is the 

fluid motion, which is a result of the movement of mobile ions in the EDLs above a fixed channel 

wall, in an external DC electric field. EP usually relates to the movement (rotation and/or linear 

motion) of microspheres driven by the electric forces and torques imposed on the EDLs around 

spheres in an external DC electric field. Both EO and EP are dependent EDLs, though the mobile 

components of the two effects are different. In EO, the solid phase is usually fixed while the 

liquid phase is moving. By contrast, EP is about the motion of the solid phase while the liquid is 

often considered to be still (sparse and scattered particles without causing a bulk fluid motion).   
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Figure 2-1 shows the development of the EDL on a silica object in an electrolyte. The hydroxyl 

groups at the silica surface dissociate protons leading to a negatively charged surface[36], which 

attracts counter-ions and develops an EDL at the interface. In this scenario, the liquid phase 

(Phase I) is movable while the solid phase (Phase II) is stationary, which could generate an EO 

flow by introducing an external DC electric field parallel to the solid surface. Silicone materials, 

for example polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), could also form a double layer, but they may require 

proper surface modification to increase the capability of surface ionization so as to create a strong 

EO flow in an external DC field [37, 38]. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 A schematic diagram shows the EDL formation on top of a silica surface which is 

negatively charged due to deprotonating (adapted from [34]). 

 

Figure 2-2 shows the EDL around a standalone solid sphere suspending in an electrolyte. The 

sphere has net negative charges due to surface chemistry, and the counter-ions nearby 

accumulates to the surface to screen the surface charge. In this scenario, the solid phase (Phase I) 

is mobile while the liquid phase (Phase II) is supposed to be still. When exposed to a uniform DC 

electric field, the charged solid phase is subject to the Coulomb force and will be moved 

directionally along the electric field. This phenomenon, recognized as EP, has been widely used 

to separate biological particles, such as bacteria and liposome [39, 40], which usually possess 

negative charges because of the acid groups on the surface [2].  
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Figure 2-2 The EDL around a sphere with net negative charges suspending in an electrolyte 

(adapted from [34]). 

 

As illustrated above, because the relative motion of the fluid and suspending particles are due to 

the interaction between the charges in the EDLs and the external electric field, it is of great 

importance to find out both the charge distribution in the EDLs and electric field (or potential) in 

the system. Helmholtz is considered to be the first who introduced a model of EDLs in 1850s. He 

described an EDL consisting of a layer of native surface charges of the solid phase and a fixed 

layer of counter-ions in the liquid phase. In his model, the EDL has a linear potential drop 

constraint by the EDL boundaries [41]. Later, Gouy [42] and Chapman [43] put forward the 

concept of “diffuse” double layer where charges are able move freely in the liquid phase of the 

EDL named diffuse layer rather than bounded to the surface of the solid phase. Gouy and 

Chapman also analytically solved the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation for symmetric 

binary electrolytes whose valency is  𝓏𝓏 = 1 [34].In the Gouy-Chapman (GC) theory of the EDL, 

the electric potential exponentially decreases from the solid surface, differing from the linear 

relationship in the Helmholtz model. In case of a small EDL voltage (<25mV), the non-linear PB 

equation could be linearized and analytically solved using Debye – Hückel approximation. As is 
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commonly recognized, the PB equation overestimates the diffuse layer voltage and even fails for 

electrolytes of a high ionic concentration [44]. Thus, Stern [45] proposed another representation 

of the EDLs including a compact layer of immobile ions sandwiched between the diffuse layer 

and the surface of the solid phase, which is intended to offset the overestimated voltage of the 

EDLs.  This Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GCS) model, so far, is widely used to characterize the EDLs 

and employed for ACEO analysis [32, 33, 46], though it is still limited to small EDLs voltage and 

dilute solution [44]. Recently, Kilic et al further improved the EDLs theory, which takes into 

account the finite size of ions and incorporates a condensed layer of counter-ions in the inner 

diffuse layer [47]. His theory was then utilized and coupled with fluid dynamics [48], in the same 

fashion of the conventional ACEO modeling strategy. This new theory could potentially explain 

and characterize the behavior of EDLs and the fluid motion with applied large AC voltage, which 

is seen in ACEO systems.  

2.3 Mathematical models for EDLs characterization 

2.3.1 The Gouy-Chapman model and the Poisson-Boltzmann equation  

In the GC theory, EDLs consists of a layer of bounded charges in the surface of solid phase and a 

layer of mobile charges in the adjacent liquid phase (see Figure 2-3, where the surface of the solid 

phase is assumed to be negatively charged). Counter-ions are migrated to the solid-liquid 

interface due to the electric potential gradient between the charged surface and the bulk liquid. 

The counter-ions form a diffuse layer, in which charges can move freely.  
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Figure 2-3 The Gouy-Chapman model of the EDL. The absolute value of electric potential 

|φ| is shown against the distance x from the interface. The charged solid surface has an 

electric potential φ0. λD is the Debye length, which is the characteristic width of the diffuse 

layer when the electric potential drops to its 1/e. 

 

The charge distribution in the diffuse part of the EDL can be characterized by the Boltzmann 

distribution by equation (2.1).  

 

 𝑛𝑖 = 𝑛0,𝑖𝑒
− 𝑞𝓏𝓏𝑖𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝜑 (2.1)  

 

where ni is the volumetric number density of ions of type i. In the bulk liquid (x→∞), φ=0 and 

ni=n0,i. q=1.6×10-19 C is the electron charge. 𝓏𝓏𝑖 is the valency of ion i, including the sign of the 

charge. kB=1.38×10-23 J∙K-1 is the Boltzmann constant. T is the temperature in Kelvin. φ is the 

electric potential. 
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The charge distribution for four different situations is shown in the table 2-1, based on the 

equation (2.1). The general trend is that co-ions are repelled from while counter-ions attracted to 

the charged surface of the solid phase.  

 

 Positive charges  (𝓏𝓏𝑖 > 0) Negative charges(𝓏𝓏𝑖 < 0) 

Positive solid surface (φ>0) ni<n0,i ni>n0,i 

Negative solid surface (φ<0) ni>n0,i ni<n0,i 

Table 2-1 The distribution of co-ions and counter-ions in the vicinity of the positively and 

negatively polarized solid surface.  

 

The electric potential is determined by Poisson equation for an electrostatic field in Cartesian 

coordinates shown in equation (2.2). 

 

 

εm=εr,mε0 is the static permittivity of the liquid medium, where εr,m is the relative static permittivity 

of the medium and ε0=8.85×10-12 F∙m-1 is the vacuum permittivity . It should be highlighted that 

the Poisson equation in (2.2) can be simplified for homogeneous medium with a constant 

permittivity εm over the entire liquid phase.  ρ is the volume charge density in the liquid given by 

equation(2.3). (Note that if there is no net body charge density, i.e.  ρ=0, the Poisson equation 

becomes Laplace equation.) 

 

 ∇ ∙ (−𝜀𝑚∇𝜑) = 𝜌 (2.2)  
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By associating equation (2.1) ~ (2.3), it results in the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation in (2.4). 

 

 

For a binary and symmetric electrolyte, 𝓏𝓏+ = 𝓏𝓏− = 𝓏𝓏  and n0,+=n0,-=n0, the PB equation was 

simplified to Gouy-Chapman (GC) equation in (2.5), which was analytically solved by Gouy and 

Chapman for one-dimensional (1D) EDLs [47]. 

 

  ∇2𝜑 =
2𝓏𝓏𝑛0𝑞
𝜀𝑚

sinh (
𝑞𝓏𝓏
𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝜑) (2.5)  

 

2.3.2 Debye – Hückel theory  

The electric potential determined by the original PB equation in (2.4) is a non-linear function. 

However, for a small voltage |φ| ≪ φT = kBT/q across EDLs, where  φT is the thermal voltage, PB 

equation could be linearized by Debye – Hückel approximation [34]. For the room temperature 

(T=300K) and a binary symmetric electrolyte(𝓏𝓏 = 1), φT ≈ 25mV. The linearized PB equation for 

1D-geometry EDLs is shown in equation (2.6). 

 

  ∇2𝜑(𝑥) = 𝜅2𝜑(𝑥) (2.6)  

 𝜌 = �𝑛𝑖𝓏𝓏𝑖𝑞
𝑖

 (2.3)  

 ∇2𝜑 = −
𝑞
𝜀𝑚

�𝑛0,𝑖𝓏𝓏𝑖𝑒
−𝑞𝓏𝓏𝑖𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝜑

𝑖

 (2.4)  
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where  

 

  𝜅−1 = �
𝜀𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞2 ∑ 𝑛0,𝑖𝓏𝓏𝑖2𝑖
 (2.7)  

 

is the Debye screening length (or Debye length). Using λD to denote this length, Equation (2.7) 

then becomes (2.8) for a binary symmetric electrolyte. 

 

  𝜆𝐷 = �
𝜀𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇

2𝓏𝓏2𝑞2𝑛0
 (2.8)  

 

A simple solution of equation (2.6) could be obtained with the boundary conditions that 

φ(x=0)=φ0 and φ(x=∞)=0, leading to  

 

  𝜑(𝑥) = 𝜑0𝑒
− 𝑥
𝜆𝐷  (2.9)  

 

At x=λD, φ(λD)= φ0/e, as is shown in Figure 2-3. λD is a characteristic parameter of the diffuse 

layer. It refers to a distance from the interface, at which the electric potential falls to 1/e of the 

interface potential. This characteristic distance λD was often quoted as the diffuse layer width, 

which is used to approximate the surface capacitance of the EDLs [32, 33, 49]. 
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2.3.3 Stern’s modification of Gouy-Chapman model 

The GC theory of the EDLs as well as the Debye-Hückel’s linearization overestimates the diffuse 

layer potential in the EO without an externally applied voltage across the EDLs even for a dilute 

electrolyte[14]. This overestimated diffuse layer potential leads to an inaccurate prediction of the 

electro-osmotic flow (EOF) which is higher than what is observed in experiments [44]. Therefore 

Stern introduced a compact layer, referred to the Stern layer (also called stagnant layer [2]), of 

ions bounded to the solid surface to justify the diffuse layer potential. Stern’s representation of 

the EDLs is shown in Figure 2-4, in which a monolayer [50]of immobile charges is added to the 

original GC model.  Because of the voltage across the Stern layer, the diffuse layer voltage is 

reduced. A correction factor Λ is firstly introduced by Green et al to match their experimental and 

theoretical results [32, 51]. Later, this GCS model and the correction factor strategy were widely 

made use of in ACEO analysis [49, 52-54]. In the GCS model the boundary potential separating 

the Stern layer and diffuse layer is denoted by φd , which is considered as the diffuse layer 

potential as suggested in Ref.[2] (It is also called Stern potential in some texts [55, 56]). This 

electric potential is smaller than that of the charged surface due to the additional potential drop 

over the Stern layer. Therefore the voltage across the diffuse layer is only a fraction of the total 

EDLs potential. The ratio of diffuse layer potential and the total double layer potential is 

represented by a correction factor Λ, which also is related to the Stern layer and diffuse layer 

capacitance 

 

 Λ =
𝛥𝜑𝑑
𝛥𝜑𝐷𝐿

=
𝐶𝑆

𝐶𝑆 + 𝐶𝐷
≈

1
1 + 𝛿

 (2.10)  

 

where δ= λS/ λD . The potential in the liquid phase is then 
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 𝜑(𝑥) = 𝜑𝑑𝑒
−𝑥−𝜆𝑆𝜆𝐷  (𝑥 > 𝜆𝑆) (2.11)  

 

 where λS is the Stern layer width and x is the distance from the solid surface. The exponential 

decay of the electric potential only applies in x>λS, i.e. in the diffuse layer.  In the Stern layer, 

x<λS , the potential drops linearly. 

 

 

Figure 2-4 GCS model of the EDL. The absolute electric potential |φ| is shown against the 

distance x from the interface. φ0 is the electric potential of the charged solid surface. 

 

2.4 Fluid dynamics 

Section 2.2 and 2.3 reviewed and discussed the development and models of EDLs in conjunction 

with the charge and potential distribution. All of the above are within the electric domain 

(neglecting the feedback impact on the charge distribution from convection.). In order to 
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characterize the flow in a micropump, it is indispensable to explore the fluid motion of the bulk 

liquid, which is within the fluidic domain. The governing equation for the fluidic domain are the 

the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation and the continuity equation which is shown in equation (2.12) 

and (2.13) respectively for incompressible fluids, where p is the pressure, η is the fluid viscosity, 

ρm is the mass density of the medium, u is the fluid velocity and f is the body force. 

 

 𝜌𝑚 �
𝜕𝒖
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝒖 ∙ ∇𝒖� = −∇𝑝 + 𝜂∇2𝒖+ 𝒇 (2.12)  

 

 ∇ ∙ 𝒖=0 (2.13)  

 

Governing equations of the bulk fluid motion could be simplified based on the following 

additional conditions and approximations.  

 1. The flow is in viscous regime and the inertial term u∙∇u could be eliminated due to a small 

Reynolds number [57]. The Reynolds number is defined in the equation (2.14), where L is the 

feature length.  

 

 𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑚𝑢𝐿
𝜂

 (2.14)  

 

2. If the net charge density in the bulk is non-zero, electric forces are exerted on the ions in the 

bulk fluid and vary according to the real-time electric field. The total body force is f=ρE=-ρ∇φ. 

Therefore, the NS equation can be reduced to equation (2.15).  
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 𝜌𝑚
𝜕𝒖
𝜕𝑡

= −∇𝑝 + 𝜂∇2𝒖 − 𝜌∇𝜑 (2.15)  

 

This is a time dependent partial differential equation (PDE), where the flow velocity u, electric 

potential φ, and pressure p reflect the instantaneous values. Therefore, the dynamic flow in the 

bulk for a microfluidic system can be characterized by associating equation (2.13) and (2.15).  

If the bulk fluid motion is driven in a periodical manner, it may be imperative to investigate the 

net fluid displacement over a time span, since our concern about micropumps is their abilities of 

directional transportation of fluid. Hence, the NS equation is better to be written in its time-

averaged form. To generate the time-averaged NS equation, all variables in equation (2.15) 

should be averaged against the temporal period. This is analogous to the time-averaged power in 

the electric engineering, which is an equivalent DC measure that describes the net consequence of 

an AC signal. The time-averaged value of a periodical velocity is shown in equation (2.16), where 

Tt is the temporal period of the velocity and < > indicates the time-average of a variable. 

 

 〈𝑢〉 =
1
𝑇𝑡
� 𝑢𝑑𝑡
𝑡+𝑇𝑡

𝑡
 (2.16)  

 

It is worth noticing that it is a general formula for the time-averaged velocity for any periodical 

flow (sinusoidal, square wave, etc.). Equation (2.16) is also applicable for other time-dependent 

variables in the NS equation. When considering the net fluid motion, the model could be treated 

as quasi-static and thereby equation (2.15) could be further simplified based on the condition 3 

and 4 to get the time-averaged form of NS equation. 
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3. The time-averaged velocity is obtained based on a temporal period and independent on time. 

Therefore its derivative of time in first term on the L.H.S of equation (2.15) is zero. 

 

4. The bulk liquid is assumed electro quasi-neutral and ions are in quasi-equilibrium state, the net 

body charge density in the bulk is consequently ρ=0. As a result, the last term of body forces in 

equation (2.15) is eliminated. 

Therefore a much simpler time-averaged form of the NS equation shown in equation (2.17) can 

be deduced based on the above conditions.  

 

 𝜂∇2〈𝒖〉 − ∇〈𝑝〉 = 0 (2.17)  

 

Equation (2.13) should be changed accordingly to its time-averaged form as follows 

 

 ∇ ∙ 〈𝒖〉=0 (2.18)  

 

The net fluid motion over a temporal peroid can then be characterized by using equation (2.17) 

and (2.18). It should be pointed out that equation (2.15) and (2.17) are the linearized and 

simplified NS equation justified for the fluid flow in microsystems. Both of them indicate that the 

bulk fluid motion is in the laminar flow regime, which substantially reduce the complexity of the 

fluid domain analysis.  

2.5 The electrokinetic flow 

In section 2.3 and 2.4, the mathematical descriptions of the EDLs and fluidic motion are 

reviewed, though in a segregated way. Since electrokinetic flow is meditated by the motion of 
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solvated ions driven by the electric field in the diffuse layer, the electric domain and fluid domain 

must be coupled to fully describe the initiation of the fluid motion as well as the resultant bulk 

motion. In this section, the EO flow induced by a DC electric field will be firstly introduced and 

then the more complicated ACEO case can be deduced from that.  

2.5.1 Electro-osmosis 

With a DC electric field tangential to the liquid-solid interface, ions in the diffuse layer tend to 

migrate directionally. The bulk fluid is thus driven by the motion of solvated ions in the diffuse 

layer. At the boundary of diffuse layer, the velocity of the ions reaches the maximum which is 

termed the EO velocity. This velocity is dependent on the EDLs potential and thereby the electric 

domain and fluid domain can be coupled as is illustrated by Smoluchowski’s equation in (2.19).  

 

 𝑢𝐸𝑂 = −
𝜀𝑚𝜓
𝜂

𝐸𝑡 (2.19)  

 

uEO is the EO velocity tangential to the interface, and Et is magnitude of the tangential electric 

field. In the EO system, this Et is provided by a separate external power source and it is irrelevant 

to the EDLs potential. ζ ,  the zeta potential, is defined as the potential of the shear plane, above 

which charges in the EDLs start to move and their velocity rises. ψ =φ-ζ is the voltage from the 

shear plane and the outer boundary of the diffuse layer (see Figure 2-4). It should also be pointed 

out that equation (2.19) complies with the Poisson equation and no special assumptions are made 

for its derivation, so this EO slip velocity remains unchanged for whatever model of ion 

distribution is used to describe the EDLs [34]. The velocity profile is depicted in Figure 2-5, 

which also denotes important potential locations and reveals the relationship between the 
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velocity, distance and electric potential (It is supposed that H is the channel height and EO 

motion only takes place in the bottom of the channel, so the flow velocity reaches zero near the 

top wall of the channel). 

 

 

Figure 2-5 A comprehensive diagram shows velocity vs. electric potential vs. distance (not 

drawn to scale), where the dotted line represents the electric potential and solid line the 

fluid velocity.  

 

The comprehensive diagram of Figure 2-5 covers some crucial facts. First and foremost, the zeta 

potential is defined as the electric potential of the shear plane, above which there is an EOF, 

thanks to an external DC electric field, and the velocity of ions in the diffuse layer rises until 

reaching its maximum at the upper boundary of the EDLs. Outside this boundary of EDLs, it is 

the bulk region where the flow velocity decreases linearly in a laminar flow manner. φd , the 

diffuse layer potential (Stern potential), lying at the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP), is the boundary 

separating the Stern layer and the diffuse layer in the electric domain. The electric potential drops 
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linearly within IHP while it drops exponentially outside it. It is clearly shown in the diagram that 

the boundary of the diffuse layer and the Stern layer in the fluid domain and electric domain 

reside at different locations and the corresponding potential are not equal, that is, ζ ≠ φd. 

However, these two boundaries are usually assumed to be identical that ζ ≈ φd [31, 32, 49] to 

simplify the problem and reduce the complexity of analysis,  since the distance between the two 

boundaries is only about a molecule size (distanced by the molecule shell of  solvated ions) [2] 

and, more importantly, the potential difference is negligible in dilute solutions [58]. By contrast, 

in high ionic strength solution, the distinction of the two layers is accentuated by a rapid potential 

drop due to the diffuse layer compression  and thereby the approximation that ζ ≈ φd is not 

accurate[55]. Second, the shear plane coincide with the interface and thus ζ =φd=φ0  in the GC 

model where the Stern layer is not presented. According to equation (2.8), the potential ζ/e refers 

to λD, the Debye length of the diffuse layer. In the GCS model, this characteristic width of the 

diffuse layer is not often mentioned in literature. However, if the same definition is used, the 

Debye length of the diffuse layer should reside at the plane of a potential φ(λD+λS) =φd/e. 

Provided the electrolyte is dilute and ζ ≈ φd is applicable, the potential of the outer boundary of 

the diffuse layer is φ(λD+λS) ≈ ζ/e. This expression, neglecting the potential difference between 

the shear plane and the plane of φd, is consistent with that of the GC model. Therefore, unified 

and simple conclusions can be asserted for dilute solution that a) the shear plane of a potential ζ is 

also the boundary where diffuse layer begins with a exponential potential drop in the electric 

domain; b) λD , the Debye length of the diffuse layer, can be considered as the effective diffuse 

layer width and the potential of this plane is approximately equal to ζ/e. Third, ψ =φ-ζ ≈ φ-φd , 

which infers that the diffuse layer voltage could be simply equated to the voltage across the 

diffuse layer that is ψ ≈Δφd = φ-φd.This can greatly facilitate the analysis especially for ACEO 
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cases, since the diffuse layer voltage could thus be related to the voltage across the entire EDL 

that Δφd= ΛΔφDL= Λ(φ-VR) with a known reference potential VR. Last but not least, in favor of 

showing the change of both the electric potential and EO velocity in the EDL and the bulk, Figure 

2-5 only shows a descriptive velocity profile in an EO system, where EO slip velocity only 

initiates along one side of the channel walls, eliminating any back pressure. This is true in current 

ACEO systems where electrodes can only be fabricated on the substrate side of the microchannel 

rather than the channel top. However, both sides of the walls of channels may generate an EDL 

and initiate a slip velocity in a typical capillary EO system [34]. As a result, the overall flow 

profile in a capillary EO system with an external DC field should be close to what Figure 2-6 

shows [34, 35]. 

 

The major disadvantage of EO pumps is the requirement of high DC voltage, which is commonly 

over 10V [59-62], and thereby it can cause electrolysis easily. A low-voltage alternative of 

electrokinetic pump is the ACEO pump, which can effectively avoid electrolysis and at the same 

time create a high flow rate with a low voltage [52, 63]. 
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Figure 2-6 The velocity profile in a typical EO pump in a capillary where both the channel 

top and bottom develop an EDL and create an electro-omostic flow (EOF) in the diffuse 

layer under the external DC electric field (the drawing is based on Ref [34, 35]). 

 

2.5.2 AC electro-osmosis  

As briefly introduced in Chapter 1, there are two types of electrokinetic micropumps that both 

produce a fluid motion using EDLs – the EO pump in a capillary using a DC voltage and the 

ACEO pump using an AC voltage. However, the type of the electric voltage involved is not the 

intrinsic differences of the two.  The root disparity is the mechanisms of the development of the 

EDLs. EO pumps utilize the spontaneous EDLs developed along the capillary channel walls, 

while ACEO pumps create such EDLs using the normal electric field component produced by the 

discrete electrodes. That is to say, EO pumps do not have electrodes along the channel boundaries 

for the purpose of developing EDLs while these electrodes are indispensible for ACEO pumps. 

Furthermore, the spontaneous EDLs in a capillary channel are continuum along the whole 

channel walls, whereas the EDLs, as well as electrodes, in ACEO systems have to be discrete and 
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differently polarized. Finally, the electric field that drives the ions in a capillary EO channel is 

usually provided by two external electrodes with a DC voltage across the entire fluid passage 

while the tangential component of the AC electric field which is generated by the adjacent 

discrete electrodes in the channel bottom drives the ions. From this perspective, unlike the DC 

voltage only for creating a directional EOF in a capillary channel, the AC voltage applied to the 

discrete electrode arrays in an ACEO system simultaneously play two roles that the normal 

component of the electric field induces EDLs and, in the meantime, the tangential component 

creates an EOF. Figure 2-7 shows the electric field and the flow produced by a pair of symmetric 

planar electrodes connected to an external AC voltage. In the diagram, counter-ions are attracted 

to the surface of electrodes forming induced EDLs; blue arrow lines illustrate the velocity profile 

in the bulk and the electric field is illustrated by black arrow lines. Despite the temporally 

alternating polarity of each electrode, the electric forces exerted on ions in the diffuse layer are 

always pointing outward, so is the EOF direction.  

 

 

Figure 2-7 A diagram of a pair of symmetric planar electrodes connecting to an external AC 

voltage source; dashed lines indicate the outer boundary of the EDLs (not drawn to scale). 
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Because ACEO is a dynamic process, in which the charge density, fluid motion and the electric 

field are all time-dependent, the dynamic model and the equivalent time-averaged model have 

advantages in analyzing the real-time behavior and the overall effect respectively. The time-

averaged model is also referred to the “equilibrium approach” [64], where the EDLs are 

considered thermodynamically equilibrium and the bulk fluid is also assumed electrically quasi-

neutral.  By contrast, the dynamic model, using a “non-equilibrium” approach, incorporates 

dynamic EDLs, and non-zero charge density in the bulk due to the charge redistribution in the AC 

electric field.  

 

I. Time-averaged model of ACEO (equilibrium approach) 

In the time-averaged ACEO model, the electric domain and the fluid domain are coupled by 

Smoluchowski’s slip velocity equation derived for the DC case [32, 33, 46, 48, 49]. The fluid 

motion in the bulk is supposed to solely depend on this slip velocity at outer diffuse layer 

boundary. This method divides the electric domain into two sub-domains – the bulk and the 

EDLs. As for the electric sub-domain of the bulk, which is assumed electro quasi-neutral, it is 

modeled as a resistor and governed by equation (2.2) with ρ=0 (Laplace equation).  As for the 

sub-domain of EDLs, it is modeled as capacitor, which charges and discharges according to the 

applied AC voltage. The equivalent differential capacitance per unit area of the EDLs is derived 

from PB equation and given below.  

 

 𝐶𝐷𝐿 =
𝜀𝑚
𝜆𝐷

cosh (
𝓏𝓏𝜑0
2𝜑𝑇

) (2.20)  
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Apparently, if the EDLs potential is far less than the thermal potential, φ0 ≪φT , then CDL≈ εm/λD. 

That is to say, for a sufficiently small AC voltage, the EDLs are equivalent to a linear capacitor 

whose capacitance is not related to the EDLs potential. Thus, the two electric sub-domains are 

connected in a manner of a capacitor and resistor in series. Then the boundary of the two sub-

domains satisfies the conservation of charges. Suppose that the voltage applied is a sinusoidal 

wave. Thus, it is a single-frequency system without harmonics and the potential and electric field 

can be represented in their phasor forms. For example, a single frequency time-dependent vector 

M can be expressed as 𝑴(𝑡) = ℛℯ�𝑴� 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡�, where 𝑴�  is the phasor of M and ℛℯ the real part of a 

complex number; ~ represents a complex vector or scalar. Let Φ�  denote the phasor of φ which has 

a frequency of ω, so 𝜑(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑡) = ℛℯ�Φ�(𝑥,𝑦)𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡�. Then the charge conservation at the two 

electric sub-domain boundary can be written as equation (2.21)    

 

 𝐧 ∙ 𝜎𝑚∇Φ� = 𝑗𝜔𝐶𝐷𝐿(Φ� − 𝑉�𝑅) (2.21)  

 

where 𝑉�𝑅 is the phasor of the AC signal applied to the electrode. By coupling the electric domain 

and fluid domain, the Smoluchowski’s equation should be modified accordingly. The tangential 

electric field along the two electric sub-domains is related to the EDLs voltage, since E= En+Et= 

Enn +Ett, where Et=Ett=- t∙∇φ is the tangential electric field component right out of the EDLs, 

and En = Enn is the normal component determined by ψ (Et and En are the magnitude; t and n are 

the unit tangential and unit normal vector respectively). This is unlike the EO case, where the 

tangential electric field is irrelevant to the voltage across EDLs. Substituting ψ ≈Δφd= ΛΔφDL= 

Λ(φ-VR (t) ) in Smoluchowski’s equation, the instantaneous ACEO slip velocity, uACEO, can be 

expressed as follows.  Equation (2.22) is a function of φ only. 
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 𝑢𝐴𝐶𝐸𝑂 = −Λ
𝜀𝑚
𝜂 �𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) − 𝑉𝑅(𝑡)� 𝐭 ∙ ∇𝜑(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑡) (2.22)  

 

Taking the time average of uACEO using equation (2.16) and neglecting any harmonics (2ω, 3ω, 

4ω, etc.) that may exist in the fluid[49]. This time-averaged slip velocity could be also 

represented in its phasor form shown in (2.23), where * refers to the conjugate of a complex 

number. 

 

 〈𝑢𝐴𝐶𝐸𝑂〉 = −
𝜀𝑚
2𝜂

Λℛℯ�(Φ� − 𝑉�𝑅)𝐭 ∙ ∇Φ�∗� (2.23)  

 

This time-averaged slip velocity could be associated with the time-averaged NS and continuity 

equation as is shown in equation (2.17) and (2.18) respectively to give a complete description of 

the net ACEO flow in the bulk. This equilibrium approach bypasses exploring the instantaneous 

fluid motion and averaging its temporal integration over time, which tremendously facilitate the 

process to obtain the net fluid motion at any location in the bulk. 

 

II. Dynamic model of ACEO (non-equilibrium approach) 

In the dynamic ACEO model, the electric domain and the fluid domain are coupled through 

electric forces exerted on mobile ions using the NS equation shown in (2.15) [65, 66]. Therefore, 

it does not include the virtual slip boundary assumption. More importantly, the EDLs are no 

longer assumed thermodynamically equilibrium with a constant capacitance. Furthermore, in this 

method, the electric domain is not divided into sub-domains, implying that there should be no 
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boundaries separating the EDLs and the bulk, so these two regions are naturally connected and 

described by the same governing equation. Finally, this method characterizes a dynamic process 

of the charge distribution according to the external AC voltage and gives the instantaneous 

behavior of the fluid. Therefore, the net charge density cannot be zero (ρ≠0) anywhere in the 

domain area, as what the static process assumes. The key theory that establishes dynamic analysis 

in the non-equilibrium models is Poisson-Nernst-Plank (PNP) equation, which is a combination 

of Poisson equation in (2.2) and Nernst-Plank (NP) equation in (2.24).  

 

 𝑱𝑖 = 𝒖𝑐𝑖 − 𝐷𝑖(∇𝑐𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖
𝓏𝓏𝑖𝑞
𝑘𝐵𝑇

∇𝜑) (2.24)  

 

Ji is the molar flux density of ion i; u is the flow velocity; Di is the diffusivity, which is usually 

based on assumption [47]. ci is the molar concentration of ion i. The relationship between ci and ni 

is shown in (2.25), where F=9.6487×104 C∙mol-1 is the Faraday constant and NA=6.022×1023 mol-1 

is the Avogadro constant.  

 𝑐𝑖 =
𝑛𝑖𝑞
𝐹

=
𝑛𝑖
𝑁𝐴

 (2.25)  

According to Fick’s law, we have 

 𝜕𝑐𝑖
𝜕𝑡

= −∇ ∙ 𝑱𝑖 (2.26)  

 

Therefore, the NP equation for a dilute solution can be expressed in equation (2.27), by 

associating equation (2.24) ~ (2.26). The first term on the R.H.S is diffusion term while the 

second one is a non-linear term of electromigration and the last one is convection. 
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𝜕𝑛𝑖
𝜕𝑡

= 𝐷𝑖 �∇2𝑛𝑖 +
𝓏𝓏𝑖𝑞
𝑘𝐵𝑇

∇ ∙ (𝑛𝑖∇𝜑)� − ∇(𝒖𝑛𝑖) (2.27)  

 

Equation (2.2) and (2.3) in conjunction with (2.27) gives the PNP equation. To reduce the 

complexity, in some context the convection term, ∇( uni), is neglected [67], which implies that 

the impact of the fluid motion on the concentration of ions is negligible. By associating the PNP 

equations, the continuity equation in (2.13) and the NS equation in (2.15), the dynamic model 

characterizes the instantaneous change of the fluid, charge density and electric potential in the 

entire ACEO system. This model also works for EDLs potential larger than the thermal potential, 

since the approximation of EDLs capacitance is not needed in the model. However, the drawback 

of this model is its efficiency and complexity which may take much longer time than the time-

averaged in order to find out the net fluid motion during a time span. 

2.6 Recent thoughts regarding the EDLs 

Despite the use of the GCS model in the past, there are some obvious limitations of this model. 

First, the GCS model is still based on the Boltzmann distribution where ions are assumed to be 

infinitesimally small. According to equation (2.1), if φ→∞, then the counter-ion density n goes to 

infinity in an exponential manner.  In fact, the ion density near the interface must reach a limit, 

considering the finite size of ions. The consequence of the density limitation results in stacking 

counter-ions atop the Stern layer and furthering the actual distance between the diffuse layer and 

the Stern layer.  As a result, a reduction of the diffuse layer potential can be expected.  Secondly, 

δ in equation (2.10) is usually selected to get a correction factor Λ, in order to match the 

simulation and the experimental results. However, even in two systems with identical chemical 

properties (electrolyte, electrode materials and voltage), Λ is yet a fixed number [48]. In addition, 
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diffuse layer potential tends to saturate at 250mV [44] regardless of the external voltage. 

Therefore, using the correction factor is not a fully established way to offset the overestimated 

diffuse layer potential. Finally, the flow reversal under some circumstances remains unexplained 

by the GCS model [68, 69].   

 

Recently, advances of EDLs theory and modeling have been made by Kilic et al, which 

endeavors to account for the Steric effect due to the finite size of ions by modifying the PB and 

PNP equations [47, 67]. Both the modified PB (MPB) and modified PNP (MPNP) model 

incorporate a reduced diffuse layer potential and an effect of neutral salt “uptake” from the bulk 

fluid leading to an additional condensed layer of charges (see Figure 2-8).  

 

 

Figure 2-8 Kilic’s model of EDLs accounting for the Steric effect by introducing a 

condensed layer of charges. 

 

The MPB equation for a binary symmetric electrolyte is shown in equation (2.28), where ν=2a3n0 

is the packing parameter and a is the effective size of the hydrated ions [47, 66]. 
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 ∇2𝜑 = −
𝓏𝓏𝑛0𝑞
𝜀𝑚

2sinh ( 𝑞𝓏𝓏𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝜑)

1 + 2νsinh2 ( 𝑞𝓏𝓏𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝜑)

 (2.28)  

 

With the same philosophy, the modified NP equation for a binary symmetric electrolyte is given 

as follows (neglecting the convection term and assuming identical diffusivity for both anions and 

cations) [67].  

 

 
𝜕𝑛±

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷 �∇2𝑛± ±

𝓏𝓏𝑖𝑞
𝑘𝐵𝑇

∇ ∙ (𝑛±∇𝜑)�+ 𝐷𝑎3∇ ∙ �
𝑛±∇(𝑛+ + 𝑛−)

1 − 𝑎3(𝑛+ + 𝑛−)
� (2.29)  

 

Again, the combination of equation (2.2), (2.3) and (2.29) gives the MPNP equation. It explicitly 

demonstrates that both MPB and MPNP equations become PB and PNP equations without 

considering the Steric effect i.e. for infinitesimally small ions, a→0 and ν→0.  

2.7 Dielectrophoresis 

Dielectrophoresis (DEP), discovered by Herbert Pohl, is another important electrokinetic 

phenomenon, which refers to the motion of dielectric particles created by forces due to the 

induced effective dipole moment of the particle and the non-uniform electric field [70]. A 

schematic diagram of two different types of DEP is illustrated by Figure 2-9. In an asymmetrical 

electric field, the particle is subjected to a positive DEP (pDEP) if it is more polarizable than the 

surrounding medium (Figure 2-9a), while a negative DEP (nDEP) if it is less polarizable than the 

surrounding medium (Figure 2-9b). Although both DEP and EP are the particle motion related to 

the electric field, the two have intrinsic distinctions.  
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First, the electric forces that create EP effect arise from the interaction of the layer of fixed net 

charges on the particles and the electric field. This layer of charge also develops EDLs 

surrounding the particles. As previously mentioned, biological particles usually possess net 

negative charges because of the acid groups on the surface [2] and thereby EP can be applied to 

sorting and separating such particles [35].  By contrast, the electric forces involved in DEP come 

from the effective induced dipoles of the particles. For example, colloid particles do not possess 

fixed net charges in a dielectric solvent [71], as is shown in Figure 2-9 where particle is polarized 

in the electric field and thereby it develops a dipole. Meanwhile, the medium is also polarized, so 

charges in the medium will screen dipole. As long as the medium and the particle do not have the 

same polarizability, the charges in the medium side will not be equal to that in the particle. The 

resultant of the two is the effective induced dipole moment. The color gradient within the particle 

in the diagram illustrates the charge density and the arrow pointing from negative (blue) to 

positive (red) indicates the direction of the effective induced dipole moment.  

 

Secondly, the electric field should be uniform to realize the particle motion using EP effect while 

only non-uniform electric field can generate the DEP motion. As is shown in Figure 2-9, the 

asymmetric electric field produces unbalanced electric forces on the two sides of the particle and 

the net electric force, which is referred to as the DEP force, creates the motion of particles. The 

direction of the DEP force/motion only depends on the relationship of the particle and medium 

polarizability. If the particle is more polarizable than the medium, the DEP force is always 

pointing to the direction of high electric field. This is pDEP. As for nDEP, the particle is less 

polarizable than the medium and thereby the DEP force is always pointing to the low electric 
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field. The pDEP and nDEP can be distinguished by the real part of the complex Clausius-

Mossotti (CM) factor in equation (2.30), where 𝜀�̃� = 𝜀𝑝 − 𝑗𝜎𝑝/𝜔 and 𝜀�̃� = 𝜀𝑚 − 𝑗𝜎𝑚/𝜔 are the 

complex permittivity of the dielectric particle and the medium respectively with a particle 

conductivity of σp and a medium conductivity of σm[72]. 

 

 𝐾�(𝜔) =
𝜀�̃� − 𝜀�̃�
𝜀�̃� + 2𝜀�̃�

 (2.30)  

 

 

Figure 2-9 A schematic diagram of a dielectric particle suspended in a liquid medium shows 

the instantaneous electric field lines, effective induced dipole moment (color gradient) and 

net electric forces for (a) particles more polarizable than the surrounding medium, which 

creates pDEP and (b) particles less polarizable than the surrounding medium, which creates 

nDEP (adapted from Ref.[2]).  
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If the real part of the CM factor is greater than zero, that is, ℛℯ�𝐾�(𝜔)� > 0, the particle is 

subjected to a pDEP, attracted to the high electric field region(Figure 2-9a); if ℛℯ�𝐾�(𝜔)� < 0, the 

particle is subjected to a nDEP, repelled from the high electric field region (Figure 2-9b). Because 

the ℛℯ�𝐾�(𝜔)� is a function of frequency, it implies that the DEP type could be different at 

different frequencies. Neglecting any higher order terms and only accounting for the fundamental 

frequency [73, 74], the complex total DEP(tDEP) force for a dipole can be expressed by (2.31), 

 

 𝑭�𝑡𝐷𝐸𝑃 = �𝑷� ∙ ∇�𝑬� (2.31)  

 

where,  

 

 𝑷� = v[3𝜀𝑚𝐾�(𝜔)]𝑬� (2.32)  

 

is the complex effective dipole moment,  v is the volume of a particle.  If the DEP is invoked by 

AC signals, then the total time-averaged DEP force is an important measure that describes the net 

motion of the particle over a time period, which is shown in equation (2.33). 

 

 〈𝑭𝑡𝐷𝐸𝑃〉 =
1
2 ��

𝑷� ∙ ∇�𝑬�∗� (2.33)  

 

Provided single-potential, same-frequency AC electric signals are supplied to the discrete 

electrodes along the channel in z direction, the electrode potential is thus in the form of 𝑉𝑅(𝑧, 𝑡) =

ℛℯ�𝑉�𝑅𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡�, where 𝑉�𝑅 = 𝑉0𝑒−𝑘0𝑧 is the complex amplitude, V0 the amplitude and k0 the wave 
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number. This total DEP force can be decomposed into two forces – a DEP force and twDEP force. 

For spherical particles, the time-averaged forces of the two are given by equation (2.34) and (2.35) 

[75], where rp is the radius of a spherical particle and E is the amplitude of the sinusoidal electric 

field. 

 

 〈𝑭𝐷𝐸𝑃〉 = 𝜋𝑟𝑝3𝜀𝑚ℛℯ�𝐾�(𝜔)�∇|𝑬|2 (2.34)  

 

and 

 

 〈𝑭𝑡𝑤𝐷𝐸𝑃〉 = 2𝜋𝑟𝑝3ℐ𝓂𝓂�𝐾�(𝜔)��∇ × (ℛℯ[𝑬] × ℐ𝓂𝓂[𝑬])� (2.35)  

 

The DEP force component attracts/repels the particle to/from the electrodes, depending on the 

CM factor, while the twDEP component realizes the particle motion along the electrode track. 

Then the time-averaged particle velocity due to twDEP can be estimated below [76]. 

 

 〈𝑢𝑡𝑤𝐷𝐸𝑃〉 =
〈𝑭𝑡𝑤𝐷𝐸𝑃〉

6𝜋𝜂𝑟𝑝
 (2.36)  

 

In the DEP/twDEP system, particles are enabled to travel along the channel instead of being 

confined between the asymmetric electrodes in DEP system. It is also noted that for ℐ𝓂𝓂[𝑬] = 0 

if there is no phase variation across the space, i.e. k0=0. Then twDEP force is zero and only the 

DEP force exists, which indicates that the particle does not move along the electrode track but 

either attracted to or repelled from the electrodes.  
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Thirdly, the directional EP motion can only be produced in a DC electric field while DEP can 

occur in both DC and AC electric field as long as the electric field is asymmetric.  

 

Finally, particles subject to EP effect only responses to the polarity and magnitude of the electric 

field while they also depend on the frequency of the AC signal in DEP [71]. This can also been 

illustrated by the frequency-dependent DEP force as is shown in equation (2.31) and (2.33) .  

 

In summary, besides ACEO, DEP is another important electrokinetic phenomenon, which creates 

the motion of polarizable particles, which is similar to EP. However, DEP outweighs EP in many 

ways such as, working in both DC and AC, frequency dependency, and unbounded directional 

traveling distance. 

2.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter, ACEO and DEP, the two most important electrokinetic phenomena under the 

impact of an AC electric field, are studied and reviewed. The AC electrokinetic phenomena are 

developed based on their counterparts, EO and EP, in a DC electric field. Because both of the EO 

and EP arise from the interaction of the EDLs and an external electric field, it thus firstly 

introduces the formation of EDLs and different models that characterize the charge and potential 

distribution within EDLs.  The theory is then extended to ACEO, which utilizes EDLs composed 

of induced charges by an AC electric field. The ACEO problem is divided into two domains – an 

electric domain and fluid domain, since it needs to find out both the electric field and the fluid 

motion. It also studied the way that the two domains are coupled. The DEP effect in an AC 

electric field is analogous to ACEO, which creates electric forces due the effective induced dipole 

moment.  At last, the DEP and EP are compared in order to highlight their differences.  
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Chapter 3 

Numerical Analysis and Modeling Methods For AC Electrokinetics 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, a survey and study were conducted regarding the theoretical background of the two 

AC electrokinetic phenomena – ACEO and DEP in an AC electric field. In this chapter, the 

governing equations and proper boundary conditions will be applied to different geometrical 

electrodes, which results in a geometric model for numerical analysis using finite element method 

(FEM). The software involved in the work is Comsol MultiphysicsTM 3.5a, which solves partial 

differential equations (PDEs) of the governing equations and boundary conditions using their 

general form or weak form [77]. This chapter will begin with the description of general approach 

of ACEO modeling, followed by an analysis about the frequency response and geometrical 

impact of the electrodes on the micropump performance. Through simulation the 3D stepped 

electrode design outweigh other electrode configurations in terms of the peak velocity magnitude. 

This design is thus adopted and modified in the research work presented in the Chapter 4, 5 and 6. 

This chapter will then discuss DEP modeling and investigate the DEP/twDEP forces on particles 

in the bulk fluid. Tracing particles in our experiment are supposed to closely follow the 

streamlines of ACEO flow. However, DEP/twDEP forces on tracing particles may interfere with 

the particle velocity and traveling route induced by the ACEO flow. As a result, a study on the 

DEP/twDEP is believed to be imperative. Exploring the DEP/twDEP helps to determine how 

significant the impact from DEP/twDEP forces is on the particle motion compared to ACEO 

flow, and how accurate the tracing particles can characterize the fluid motion when DEP/twDEP 
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presents. Finally, the same electrode configuration that can create both the traveling wave ACEO 

(twACEO) flow and twDEP forces on tracing particles is taken as an example to compare the two 

phenomena in the same system. 

 

Since the net fluid displacement is the major concern about micropumps, time-averaged formulas 

are adopted to facilitate the simulation by reducing the mathematical complexity. All the models 

and corresponding simulations are based on the same material properties with same amplitude of 

electric signal. All the constants used in simulation are given in Table 3-1.  

 

Symbol Notes Value Unit 

σm medium conductivity 0.005 mS/m 

σp latex sphere conductivity 0.7 mS/m 

ε0 vacuum permittivity 8.85×10-12 F/m 

εm medium permittivity 78ε0 F/m 

εp latex sphere permittivity 2.6ε0 F/m 

η dynamic viscosity 0.001 Pa·s 

rp particle radius 3 μm 

ρm medium density 1000 kg/m3 

ρp particle density 1050 kg/m3 

V0 amplitude of the voltage  2 V 

Table 3-1 A table of constants used in the simulation throughout this chapter. 
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3.2 The fluid motion - ACEO modeling 

3.2.1 General approach 

As elucidated in Chapter 2, the electric domain and fluid domain are separately characterized 

without out any “feedback” in the time-averaged model and the two domains are coupled by the 

time-averaged Smoluchowski’s slip velocity equation in (2.23). Therefore, the numerical models 

also contain two sets of governing equations and boundary conditions corresponding to each 

domain. The demonstration of applying the equations to the geometric model is based on a pair of 

planar electrodes of 20μm length with a gap distance of 5μm immersed in an electrolyte. The 

geometric model of the fluid domain is illustrated in Figure 3-1. To differentiate the governing 

equation and boundary conditions, the governing equations of the domain area are enclosed in a 

solid line box, while the boundary conditions are in dashed line boxes. The bulk fluid is 

characterized by the time-averaged Navier-Stokes (NS) equation in (2.17) and continuity equation 

in (2.18).  Smoluchowski’s slip velocity equation is applied to the electrode surfaces (both the top 

and side walls) to mimic the motion of ions in the diffuse layer. All non-electrode walls have a 

non-slip boundary condition. The left and right side walls are open so that they do not impose any 

constraints on the flow.  
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Figure 3-1 A diagram shows how governing equations and boundary conditions of the fluid 

domain are applied to the geometric model of ACEO, which incorporates a pair of 

symmetric planar electrodes immersed in an electrolyte. The length of each electrode is 

20μm and the gap distance between them is 5μm. An external AC electric signal is provided 

to the electrodes. 

 

In Figure 3-1, ‹u› and t are the time-averaged velocity vector and unit tangential vector 

respectively. ‹p› is the time-averaged pressure. * denotes the complex conjugate. The time-

averaged slip velocity ‹uACEO›, which connects the electric domain and fluid domain, is a function 

of the complex electric potential Φ�  just out of the EDLs and includes a complex reference 

potential 𝑉�𝑅. For a single frequency sinusoidal wave, 𝑉�𝑅 = 𝑉0𝑒𝑗𝜃 ,which is a known parameter of 

the external AC signal with an amplitude of V0 and a phase of θ. For the electrode configuration 

in Figure 3-1, Δθ = θ1- θ2 = π. Thus, the left electrode is assigned with a voltage of  𝑉�𝑅1 =

𝑉0𝑒𝑗0 = 𝑉0and the right with 𝑉�𝑅2 = 𝑉0𝑒𝑗𝜋 = −𝑉0. The electric potential Φ�  just out of the EDLs 

is acquired by solving the electric domain problem illustrated by Figure 3-2, where the governing 
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equation and boundary conditions are only applied to the left electrode with an equivalent circuit 

model on the right.  

 

 

Figure 3-2 A diagram shows how governing equations and boundary conditions of the 

electric domain are applied to the geometric model of ACEO. The diagram only shows half 

of the electrode pair on the left while the right side gives the equivalent circuit model. 

 

In 2.5.2, it is elaborated that the electric domain is divided into two sub-domains in the time-

averaged model that are the EDLs and the bulk. The bulk is represented by a resistor whose 

resistance is 1/σm while the EDLs represented by a capacitor whose capacitance per unit area is 

CDL≈ εm/λD . The EDLs width λD , which is the equivalent distance between the parallel plates of 

the capacitor CDL, can be approximated by equation (2.8). Therefore, a linear RC circuit model is 

established to solve the electric domain problem. Transferring the mathematical description into 

the geometric model, the linearized EDLs are reduced to a 1D boundary that satisfies the charge 

conservation in equation (2.21). That is to say, CDL is a lumped component whose topology and 
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geometry is not counted. As mentioned in the previous chapter, in the time-averaged model the 

EDLs are governed by the Poisson equation and has an electro quasi-neutral bulk where the 

charge density is zero. However, the width of the EDLs is too small compared to that of the bulk 

and thereby the two electrical sub-domains have different geometrical scales which increase the 

simulation complexity. Thus the EDLs in the geometrical model are represented by a lumped 

capacitor with its capacitance derived from the Laplace equation. Because the equivalent 

capacitor of EDLs is reduced to 1D, the sub-domain of the EDLs consequently becomes a 

boundary of the bulk and only the bulk is presented in the electrical domain in the geometrical 

model. 

 

The electric field amplitude and the time-averaged stream lines are shown in Figure 3-3a and 

Figure 3-3b respectively. In the electric domain plot (Figure 3-3a), the background color indicates 

that the electric potential transitions from positive to negative and it is the virtual ground in the 

middle. In the fluid domain plot (Figure 3-3b), the time-averaged stream lines indicate the net 

fluid velocity in the vicinity of the electrode surface is pointing outward while going inward far 

apart from the electrode, which forms the fluid circulation.  The background colour shows the 

magnitude of the velocity field. It can be observed that the maxima of fluid velocity are at the 

inner corners (corners closest to the other electrode) of the electrodes, which coincides with the 

maxima of the electric field. This could simply be explained by the Smoluchowski’s equation in 

(2.19). It is also noted that at the outer corners of the electrodes, there are minor circulations of 

the fluid. The magnitude of this minor fluid circulation is too small to be comparable to the major 

one.  
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Figure 3-3 A simulation result of a pair of symmetric planar electrodes showing (a) the 

electric domain where lines established between two electrodes are representing the electric 

field and the background colour indicates the transition of the electric potential in the bulk 

liquid; (b) the time-averaged stream lines of the flow and the background colour indicates 

the magnitude of the velocity field. 

 

Since the bulk liquid and the EDLs are modeled as a resistor and a capacitor in series, the RC 

time constant τc is an important measure. In the linear regime of the EDLs capacitance, a 

characteristic time scale is shown in equation (3.1) [33], which is the “RC” time due to the 

charging/discharging effect of the diffuse layer capacitor.  
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 𝜏𝑐 = 𝑅𝐵𝐶𝐷 = 𝑅𝐵(Λ𝐶𝐷𝐿) =
Λ𝐿
𝜆𝐷

�
𝜀𝑚
𝜎𝑚

� =
Λ𝐿
𝜆𝐷

𝜏 (3.1)  

 

RB is the equivalent bulk resistance and L is the characteristic length of the system which is often 

quoted as the minimum feature size of a design [33, 78]. Figure 3-4a and b are simulation results 

showing the bulk potential drop and Ex, the tangential component of the electric field just out of 

the EDLs, for three different cases that are ω≪ωc  ω=ωc and ω≫ωc , where ωc=1/τc~1kHz. The 

blue, green and red lines refer to 10Hz, 1kHz and 100kHz respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3-4 A simulation result shows (a) the electric potential distribution and  (b) the 

horizontal component of the electric field, Ex, along the boundary of 1D EDLs at two 

frequency regimes , ω≪ωc (blue) and ω≫ωc (red) and at the RC charging frequency (green). 

 

Case I. ω≪ωc 

If the angular frequency ω of the AC signal is far less than the RC frequency, that is, the AC 

voltage is changing sufficiently slowly, the capacitor of EDLs could be fully charged before 

discharging. This corresponds to the scenario of electrodes completely screened by the counter-
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ions in the liquid phase. As is known that capacitors possess great impedance at the low 

frequencies, the voltage is thus mainly imposed on the EDLs. This is depicted by the blue line in 

Figure 3-4a, where the electric potential just outside the EDLs already drops to zero. Therefore 

both the normal and tangential component of the electric field in the bulk are close to zero. The 

tangential electric field right above the EDLs for this case is described by the blue line in Figure 

3-4b. Conclusively, for a slowly changing electric field, both the voltage and the electric field in 

the bulk are minimized and approaching to zero. This leads to a negligible slip velocity along the 

liquid-solid interface as is indicated by the blue line in Figure 3-5. 

 

Case II. ω≫ωc 

If the angular frequency ω is much higher than the RC frequency, charges cannot follow the rapid 

changing polarity of the electrodes to develop the EDLs, and consequently the voltage is mainly 

imposed across the bulk liquid. This is equivalent to the scenario that at very high frequencies the 

capacitor is almost shorted and thus the voltage across it is negligible. This is shown by the red 

line in Figure 3-4a where the bulk voltage is around 2V, the same as the external signal amplitude. 

The unscreened electrodes do not only affect the potential distribution but also the electric field. 

Since the electrodes are not screened, the electric field at the interface, on the side of the liquid 

phase, only has normal components. This coincides with Figure 3-4b where the tangential 

component is around zero along the interface in the electrode regions (red lines). Conclusively, in 

an electric field where 𝜔 ≫ 𝜔𝑐, the potential drop in the bulk is maximized while the tangential 

electric field along the interface is minimized. Therefore, slip velocity is also very small in this 

case as is indicated by the red line in Figure 3-5. 
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Case III. ω ~ωc 

When the frequency is in the order of  𝜔~𝜔𝑐, the fluid could reach its maximum velocity [49]. 

The typical value of the minimum feature size of ACEO electrode is in the order of micrometer 

[46, 63, 79, 80] and the width of EDLs is typically 1-100nm in water [13]. Thus it is can be 

asserted that τC >τ (ignoring the correction ratio Λ which is often an assumed value to fit the 

simulation and experiment), which means that the maximum velocity of ACEO should be 

obtained at ωc before reaching the charge relaxation frequency of the liquid. At such frequency, 

the electric potential is distributed between the EDLs and the bulk (green lines in Figure 3-4a). 

Besides, as is indicated by the green lines in Figure 3-4b, the tangential electric field reaches 

maximum at electrode corners. Therefore, the slip velocity is much larger at this frequency, 

compared to the above two cases. In addition, the slip velocity magnitude reaches maxima at 

inner corners, coinciding with the maxima of tangential electric field. 

 

 

Figure 3-5 The slip velocity right out of the EDLs on top of electrodes in three different 

cases that are ω≪ωc (blue), ω≪ωc (red) and ω~ωc (green) 
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3.2.2 A comparison of ACEO pumps with different electrode designs 

The FEM model of ACEO using equilibrium approach is shown in section 3.2.1 based on a pair 

of symmetric planar electrodes. Although there is a significant slip velocity along the electrodes 

at certain frequencies, directional fluid motion cannot be developed due to the topographical 

symmetry. The fundamental philosophy to create a directional ACEO flow is breaking the 

symmetry [81]. There are several designs that successfully create a directional fluid motion by 

breaking the symmetry with simple electrode alteration. The most common method is breaking 

the spatial symmetry. This includes using asymmetric planar electrodes [53, 81], symmetric 

electrodes with asymmetric electric connections[46], symmetric electrodes with uneven gap 

distances [82], and non-planar three dimensional (3D) stepped electrodes [33, 83].  Like twDEP, 

an AC signal with spatial phase shift has also been employed to drive the fluid directionally, 

which is named traveling wave twACEO [49, 84, 85]. Since the twACEO creates the fluid motion 

by making use of the temporal lag between the charge accumulation process and the electric field 

propagation [49], we consider this method as breaking the temporal symmetry or 

simultaneousness. The numerical modeling method is similar to that for the symmetric planar 

electrode pair demonstrated above. Figure 3-6a and b respectively demonstrate the electric field 

and the time-averaged fluid motion for a repetitive unit of a pair of asymmetric electrodes. It can 

be observed in Figure 3-6a that the electric field emanating from the surface of the shorter 

electrode is higher than that from the longer one, which results in a higher velocity at the corners 

of the shorter electrode as the colour plot shows in Figure 3-6b. Furthermore, in Figure 3-6b, the 

arrows indicate the direction of the horizontal velocity, which implies that the time-averaged fluid 

motion is consistent (no local reversal) everywhere above a certain height from the electrode.  

Although the magnitude of the horizontal velocity is not universally equal in the bulk, the 
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direction of the horizontal component of the velocity is consistent, i.e. no flow reversal, which 

leads to the directional pumping effect of the fluid.  

 

 

Figure 3-6 The simulation results showing (a) the electric field and electric potential and (b) 

the velocity field and the time-averaged flow for a repetitive unit of an asymmetric planar 

electrode pair. 

 

Figure 3-7a and b demonstrate the electric field and flow respectively, created by electrodes using 

four-phase traveling wave configuration. The electric potential of alternating electrodes have the 

same magnitude with opposite polarity, which could be seen in Figure 3-7a. Similar to the 

asymmetric configuration, the magnitude of horizontal velocity is location-dependent while no 

flow reversal is found above a certain height of the electrodes (see the arrow plot of Figure 3-7b). 

As a result, directional fluid motion is created with the traveling wave electrode array.  
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Figure 3-7 The simulation results based on the traveling wave configuration of electrodes 

showing (a) the electric field and electric potential and (b) the velocity field and the time-

averaged flow for a for a repetitive unit which consists of four electrodes with a phase of 0 

π/2, π, and 3π/2.  

 

A 3D stepped electrode configuration is presented in Figure 3-8. This non-planar  electrode 

design was first introduced by Bazant et al [80], and Urbanski et al did extensive experimental 

work to evaluate the performance [33, 83]. This design was derived from the basic symmetric 

planar electrodes. Therefore, the same electric connection is used as is shown in Figure 3-8a. 

However, the electric field and the potential distribution are altered due to breaking geometrical 
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symmetry. Specifically, by bulging out half of a single electrode, the counter flow is transformed 

into a positive contribution. The slip velocities on different surfaces of electrodes are labeled by 

white arrows in Figure 3-8b. It can be observed that the reversed slip velocities on the lower side 

of an electrode creates a vortex that works as a ``conveyor belt``. Thus, stream lines become flat 

and the flow is directional on top of the vortex. The stream lines of the 3D stepped electrodes 

transition to flat and directional regime faster than planar designs, which may account for the high 

efficiency of the 3D stepped design. 

 

 

Figure 3-8 The simulation results showing (a) the electric field and electric potential and (b) 

the velocity field and the time-averaged flow for a repetitive unit of a 3D stepped electrode 

design. 

 

Figure 3-9 shows the time-averaged velocity along the right boundary of each repeating unit at 

different working frequencies for the above three electrode configurations. Several conclusions 

could be drawn by comparing the plots. First, generally there are two characteristic regions of the 

velocity-distance plot – a fast changing region which is in the vicinity of the electrodes and a 
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linear drop region which is farther above the electrodes.  For all the three electrode 

configurations, a steady and developed directional flow (a constant slope of the velocity-distance 

curve with no local flow reversal) begins at the height of around 30μm. The tendency of the 

velocity change is the same in the linear region where the velocity drops at a constant rate over 

the distance. However, the trend of the velocity change distinguishes in the region close to the 

electrode surface, which is related to the mechanism of creating directional flow in different 

designs. Second, the time-averaged velocity does not only show location dependence but also 

frequency dependence. In particular, all the three show velocity maxima of the linear region 

around its RC frequency ~1kHz. Third, the maximum velocity in the linear region of the 3D 

stepped electrode is around 8mm/s which is more than one order higher than the planar 

electrodes. The traveling wave design possesses the minimum magnitude of the velocity among 

the three.  
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Figure 3-9 Plots of the horizontal velocity at different signal frequencies along the boundary 

from the bottom of the channel up to the channel ceiling for (a) asymmetric electrodes (b) 

traveling wave electrodes and (c) 3D stepped electrodes. 
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Figure 3-10 depicts the relationship between the horizontal velocity of the fluid and the square of 

the voltage amplitude around the peak velocity frequency (1kHz) for the above three electrode 

configurations. Overall, the velocity of all the three designs complies with the square law 

according the voltage, that is, the velocity is proportional to the voltage squared. Apart from this, 

the velocity of the 3D stepped design increases faster when the voltage increases by the same 

quantity compared to the other two designs. In other words, the velocity of the 3D stepped design 

is more sensitive to the voltage change. This implies that ACEO pumps with 3D stepped 

electrodes are more adaptive and adjustable with a tunable voltage. On the contrary, the other two 

planar designs are less sensitive to the voltage change. Therefore, they may be used for an 

environment that has an unstable power supply but requires a stable flow rate. 

 

 

Figure 3-10 A plot shows the relationship between the horizontal velocity and the square of 

the electric potential amplitude at about the peak velocity frequency of 1kHz. The velocity is 

sampled at 30μm above the channel bottom.  
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3.3 The particle motion - DEP modeling 

The tracing particle motion in the liquid could be caused by both the ACEO flow and the twDEP 

force on the particles, so it is of great importance to differentiate the two in order to determine 

what effect dominates the particle motion observed in the experiments. A DEP simulation is thus 

carried out in this section to investigate the magnitude and direction of DEP/twDEP forces at 

different locations in the bulk fluid.  

 

DEP forces described in equation (2.34) and (2.35) are applied to the geometric model in Figure 

3-11 where a repeating cell of the four-phase electrode configuration is used to demonstrate the 

creation of an electric potential with spatial phase variation, mimicking the traveling wave effect.  

 

 

Figure 3-11 Governing equations and boundaries conditions applied to the geometric model 

of DEP for numerical analysis using four-phase traveling wave electrode configuration. 

 

The system setup in Figure 3-11 is the same as that of the twACEO in Figure 3-7, except the 

frequency of electric signal involved. The left and right boundaries of the repeating cell have a 
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periodic condition while all the other non-electrode boundaries are assigned with a boundary 

condition of zero charge. It is noted that EDLs are not accounted in the DEP model due to the 

different working frequency bands in which the ACEO and DEP effect. Consequently, the 

numerical model of DEP is much simplified. 

 

The working frequency band of DEP is determined by the Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor given in 

Chapter 2. The real part and imaginary part of the CM factor are drawn in Figure 3-12. As 

detailed in the previous chapter, two conditions must be satisfied that ℛℯ�𝐾�(𝜔)� < 0 (negative 

DEP force repelling the particles from electrodes) and ℐ𝓂𝓂�𝐾�(𝜔)� ≠ 0 (twDEP dragging particles 

horizontally), in order to develop a horizontal motion of particles. This frequency band is denoted 

by Δf in Figure 3-12. 

 

 

Figure 3-12 A plot of the real part (blue line) and imaginary part (green line) of the CM 

factor over the frequency.  
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A comparison between DEP/twDEP elucidated above and ACEO in the previous section can give 

us some insights into the distinction of the two AC electrokinetics phenomena.  

 

First, it is obvious that for the same liquid properties, external voltage amplitude, and electrode 

configuration, according to the particle properties in Table 3-1, the frequency of negative DEP 

forces is in the order of MHz, much higher than ACEO in the order of kHz. Comparing the flow 

velocity of twACEO in Figure 3-9b and CM factor in Figure 3-12, it can be found that ACEO is 

negligible where twDEP dominates; the twDEP force, on the contrary, is close to zero in the kHz 

range as is indicated by the imaginary part of the CM factor.  

 

Second, in Figure 3-13, the local direction of twDEP force is represented by arrows in the domain 

area while the background color indicates the magnitude of the twDEP force. This plot is taken at 

the frequency of 1MHz corresponding to the center frequency of Δf in Figure 3-12. It can be 

observed that, similar to that of twACEO in Figure 3-7, the maximum twDEP forces are located 

at the corners of the electrodes where the electric field has its maxima. The horizontal component 

of the twDEP force changes to the forward direction (left to right) at about 2μm and its magnitude 

is peaked at below 5μm above the electrodes (see Figure 3-14a). Compared to the directional flow 

which is developed above 30μm in Figure 3-7, the twDEP force is much constrained to the 

electrode surface. 
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Figure 3-13 The simulation result demonstrates the twDEP force (arrows only indicate the 

direction of twDEP); the background color gives the magnitude of the horizontal twDEP 

force (the magnitude is taken logarithm to aid visualization). 

 

Third, the ACEO velocity and twDEP force have different decreasing rate from the channel 

bottom to the channel top. For twACEO, after reaching the linear region, the horizontal velocity 

drops linearly over distance, which is determined by the property of Newtonian fluid (see Figure 

3-9). However, the horizontal twDEP force does not have such linear region. It decays 

exponentially from the peak to zero as is seen in Figure 3-14a. 

 

Finally, in this research work, twDEP forces are presumably non-existent or insignificant, since 

only 3D stepped electrodes powered by an AC signal are involved in the following chapters. As 

for the positive DEP in the ACEO frequency range, for example 1kHz which is around the peak 

velocity frequency, 3-14b indicates that the DEP force also becomes zero within 20μm above the 

channel bottom. Therefore, all tracing particles traveling above this height should not be subject 

to the DEP force. Furthermore, even particles are subject to the DEP force, this force is 
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orthogonal to the horizontal fluid motion, so the DEP force does not interfere with the tracing 

particle motion due to the fluid and the measurement of the ACEO flow using tracing particles is 

believable as long as these particles pass the electrode track without being trapped to the surface 

of electrodes. 

 

 

Figure 3-14 A plot of (a) the twDEP force  and (b) DEP force at different signal frequencies 

along the boundary from the bottom of the channel up to the channel ceiling. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

This chapter reviewed and discussed the generic FEM models of ACEO and DEP/twDEP using 

COMSOL MultiphysicsTM.  

 

In the first part of this chapter, three (asymmetric, twACEO and 3D stepped) electrode designs of 

ACEO pumps were constructed in COMSOL MultiphysicsTM and their performances were 

explored through simulation. It was found that the 3D stepped electrodes created fastest fluid 
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velocity among the three while the twACEO showed the worst performance. The simulations for 

all of the three electrode designs showed that a unidirectional and consistent forward fluid motion 

was created above 30μm from the channel bottom, and fluid velocity started to decrease linearly 

from this height. The working frequency of ACEO pumps of the above three cases was in kHz. 

As the electric voltage increased, the peak velocity magnitude rose proportionally to the square of 

the voltage, complying with the power law. 

 

In the second part of this chapter, DEP/twDEP forces were studied in order to investigate if these 

forces could interfere with tracing particles employed in ACEO flow measurement. It was 

convincible that DEP/twDEP can be ignored in our research where an AC signal of kHz 

frequency was involved based on the following reasons. First, a simple AC signal did not produce 

twDEP forces that could move the suspended particle horizontally along the electrode track. 

Second, for multi-phase electrode arrays, the ACEO prevailed in low frequency at which twDEP 

was insignificant. Finally, in the ACEO frequency range, DEP phenomenon could impose an 

attraction/levitation force on tracing particles. However, this force was illustrated to be 

orthogonal to the measured particle motion and was confined to the close vicinity of the electrode 

surface. Thus this force did not contribute the horizontal motion of tracing particles. 
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Chapter 4 

Discrete 3D T-shaped Electrode Arrays for Moving Liquid by AC 

Electro-osmosis 

4.1 Introduction 

A novel 3D discrete T-shaped electrode array is presented for pumping microfluid utilizing AC 

electro-osmosis (ACEO), which is one of the AC electrokinetic phenomena. The new design was 

prototyped using the PolyMUMPs® process. PolyMUMPs®, one of the Muti-User MEMS 

processes (MUMPs®), is a commercial surface micromachining process, incorporating three 

sequential polysilicon layers – poly1 (0.5μm thick), poly2 (2μm thick) and poly3(1.5μm thick). 

The topography of the prototype was characterized by a focused ion beam (FIB) system (FibicsTM 

2000). The unique surface structure of the electrodes was analyzed. Both the theoretical and 

experimental work were carried out to evaluate the new design. A 3D finite element model of a 

unit cell consisting of a pair of electrodes was developed to simulate pump performance. The 

experimental evaluation of its performance was conducted with DI water under three different 

voltages. The maximum velocities obtained from the tracing particles at 30μm above the bottom 

of the channel was 90μm/s, 130μm/s and 200μm/s under 6Vpp, 8Vpp and 10Vpp respectively. The 

performance of this new design was also compared in with the planar asymmetric electrode 

configuration in the last section of this chapter, which proved that the 3D T-shaped design was an 

improvement on the planar designs. 
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4.2 The design of T-shaped 3D electrode array 

“T-shaped” electrodes (red and black color indicating poly1 and poly2 layers respectively are 

fabricated on interdigitated fingers (poly0). For each single “T-shaped” electrode, poly0, poly1 

and poly2 are electrically connected and thereby each electrode has a surface of equipotential. 

Adjacent fingers have electric potentials that are 180° out of phase (see Figure 4-1a and b). The 

dimension of the design is shown in Figure 4-1c where 4μm is chosen as the minimum size (gap 

distance between structures). Our artwork of the “T-shaped” electrode array has the following 

novelties and merits:  

 

(1) Discretizing the electrodes increases the specific surface area, which is supposed to improve 

the ACEO flow created by the conductive surface of the electrodes. For a single spatial period, 

the total effective surface area that can create horizontal flow is increased by 25% compared to 

the “continuous design” (the ratio between the surface area of the side walls and the total top 

surface area of the continuous 3D stepped design); 

 

 (2) The “3D stepped” electrode design is proved to possess better performance in pumping liquid 

than the planar design [33, 80, 83]. Our T-shaped design applies the “3D stepped” concept to both 

the top and side views of the discrete electrodes to fully utilize the electrode conductive areas; 
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Figure 4-1(a) A top view of the electrode arrays and the interdigitated electric fingers, (b) a 

repeating unit of a pair of the electrodes and (c) a close-up top view showing the detailed 

dimensions (unit: μm) of the design. 

 

The topography of the T-shaped electrodes is shown in Figure 4-2 which was obtained from the 

focused ion beam (FIB). In the image, the T-shaped electrodes comprised of Poly1 and Poly2 are 

protruding and electrically stacked on a very thin Poly0 layer. Three features of the design are 

clearly achieved which are observed from the high resolution image (Figure 4-2): the protruding 

Poly1 and Poly2 layer are differentiated by their height, which complies with the design; the 
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interdigitated electric fingers made of a thin Poly0 layer electrically connect the T-shaped 

electrodes; electrodes are well discretized with vertical side walls.  

 

 

Figure 4-2 A FIB image showing the topography of the electrode array 

 

However, the top surfaces of Poly1 and Poly2 layer are not ideally flat, due to the etched oxide 

windows (called an Anchor), which allows the electric connection between Poly1 layer and Poly0 

layer. This process is illustrated in Figure 4-3 where the first polysilicon layer – Poly0 is 

deposited and etched on top of silicon nitride (Figure 4-3a), followed by the deposition of the first 

oxide layer to protect the patterned Poly0. Then, this oxide layer is etched (Figure 4-3b) to open 

windows (anchors), through which two polysilicon layers can be physically connected. Another 

polysilicon layer – Poly1 is deposited and etched accordingly (Figure 4-3c and d). Because the 
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deposition process is conformal, the polysilicon grows on all the surfaces at the same rate, 

forming those receding areas on top of Poly1. This unique surface structure is also observed in 

the Poly2 layer due to the same reason, so the development of such indents in Poly2 is not 

described in Figure 4-3. Moreover, the thickness of each polysilicon layer is determined by 

PolyMUMPs® process, which means those indents cannot be filled by increasing the deposition 

time/thickness.  Despite the development of indents, they can be partially filled by the polysilicon 

grown on side walls as predicted in Figure 4-3c. Compared to Figure 4-2, the actual growth of the 

polysilicon on side walls of the indents makes the walls sloped rather than perfectly vertical, 

which reduces the indented space.  

 

 

Figure 4-3 A schematic diagram illustrating the development of surface indents on Poly1 

layer; (a) the Ploy0 layer of electrodes on top of the silicon nitride layer, (b) etched first 

oxide layer on top of Poly0, (c) deposition of Poly1 and (d) etched Poly1 layer. 
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4.3 Numerical analysis and simulation 

The simulation was performed within COMSOL MultiphysicsTM 3.5a, with the ACEO theory and 

formulation outlined in Chapter 2 and extending the 2D simulation approach in Chapter 3 to a 3D 

model. Figure 4-4 shows how the governing equations of the bulk and the boundary layers (on the 

right of the diagram) were applied to the geometric model. The charge conservation and slip 

boundary were applied to the whole electrode areas (purple) while a zero normal electric field and 

no slip boundary to the non-electrode areas (light brown) of the substrate. A periodic boundary 

was imposed on the inlet and outlet of the pumping area (yellow). The front and back plane 

(transparent) are subjected to a symmetric boundary. The ceiling of the channel, constrained by a 

non-slip boundary, is too high to be shown here. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Governing equations of the bulk and boundary layers. 
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Figure 4-5 is a side view of the electric field of a repetitive unit of electrodes without the 

substrate. Some characteristic electric field lines are selected and tinted with different colors from 

the original red lines for better visualization. Figure 4-5 demonstrates that the electric field lines 

emanate from the sidewalls of both the high and low steps of the electrodes. The electric field 

lines (blue), starting from the sidewall of the high step of an electrode, terminate at the adjacent 

“T-shaped” electrode with an opposite electric potential. These electric field lines have a 

horizontal component on the side walls which will create a horizontal slip velocity. This is a new 

feature of the discrete design compared to the conventional continuous design where side walls 

do not exist. At the same time, electric field lines (green) emanating from top surfaces terminate 

mainly at the top surfaces of another “T-shaped” electrode on the adjacent electric finger. These 

electric field lines are similar to those seen in the continuous 3D stepped electrode design [33, 

80], which create slip velocities on the top surfaces of the electrodes. Finally, electric field lines 

connecting poly0 and the adjacent electrode can be observed (dark yellow lines), which may 

contribute to the flow through the grooves of the “T-shaped electrodes” on the same electric 

finger.  
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Figure 4-5 A side view of electric field lines for two electrodes with voltages that are 180° 

out of phase. 

 

Figure 4-6 demonstrates the time-averaged velocity field at 1kHz  where the peak velocity 

resides. Figure 4-6a shows the velocity field in a vertical plane along the symmetric line of T-

shaped electrodes while Figure 4-6b shows the velocity field in a horizontal plane 2μm above the 

channel bottom. To aid visualization, black arrows only indicate the direction of the velocity field 

while the magnitude is given by the background color scheme. The slip velocities are labeled by 

white arrows. 

 

 It was observed in both plots that a directional fluid motion was created by this electrode design. 

In the side view of Figure 4-6a, the fluid profile is the similar to that of the conventional 3D 

stepped design using continuous electrodes, which creates vortices working as “rollers of 

conveyor belts”. Additionally, unlike the conventional continuous design, the discrete electrodes 

allow the fluid passing between them and create similar flow pattern along the side walls as is 

shown in Figure 4-6b. In the top view of Figure 4-6b, slip velocities on side walls are also labeled 
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from which it demonstrates that the unequal length of the Poly1 and Poly2 steps also create a 

similar flow pattern as the cross-section view in Figure 4-6a. Consequently, the numerical 

analysis proves that this T-shaped design could create the fluid motion using both the top surfaces 

and side walls of electrodes. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 The direction (arrows) and magnitude (color scheme) of the velocity field in (a) a 

vertical plane along the centre line of the electrodes and (b) a horizontal plane 2μm above 

the channel bottom, as are indicated by the red lines in the upper right images. 

 

To explore the slip velocities created on the electrode surfaces at different frequencies, boundary 

plots of the slip velocity magnitude from the side view (upper plot) and top view (lower one) at 

500Hz, 1kHz, 5kHz and 10kHz are illustrated in Figure 4-7a~d respectively. The ACEO flow 
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direction is defined as the x direction in the plots. Figure 4-7 demonstrates that the slip velocity 

changes as the frequency of the driving signal changes. It can be seen that the side walls of higher 

step contribute to the flow velocity especially at the edge of the side wall of the higher step next 

to the electrode gap. It can also be discovered that the poly0 layer in the groove also contributes 

to the flow.  Close to the peak velocity frequency of 1kHz, both the positive and negative slip 

velocity at the two ends of the electrodes reach their maxima (Figure 4-7b), which generate a 

maximum fluid velocity in the bulk. 

 

 

Figure 4-7 Plots of boundary slip velocities of ACEO flow at electrode surfaces with a 

voltage of 8Vpp and a 0.5mS/m electrolyte under the frequency of (a) 500Hz (b) 1kHz (c) 

5kHz and (d) 10kHz. 
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4.4 Experiments and results 

Experimental performance evaluation was carried out using DI water with conductivity of 

0.5mS/m at room temperature. Polystyrene particles with an average diameter of 6μm 

(Polysciences Inc.) were utilized to trace the flow. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4-8. 

The electrode array was powered by probes connected to a function generator (FlukeTM) which 

generated  sinusoidal signals with a frequency range from 500Hz to 200kHz with peak to peak 

voltages of 6~10V. The pumping area was immersed in the DI water. The device was covered by 

a glass slide to reduce the evaporation rate of testing liquid [85]. It was measured using a 

microscope (Motic® PSM1000 optical microscope) that the formed channel had the height of 

about 350μm from the centre of the pump to the glass slide cover. Particle motion was observed 

using a digital camera mounted on the SUSS MicroTecTM probe station and captured with 

LabviewTM software.  

 

 

Figure 4-8 The experimental setup for fluidic measurement. 
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The microscope was focused on the electrodes in order to measure the number of electrodes that a 

particle passed through. The particles that can be observed were lying within 30μm above the 

substrate by measurement. Most of the particles measured had good contrast to the background 

and their sizes were similar to half the length of a single electrode (6μm). Furthermore, to ensure 

an accurate measurement, multiple particles having similar clarity were measured at each 

frequency, which was used to minimize the violation of velocities caused by the difference of the 

height at which particles were traveling. In particular, the Stokes number for this system is 

110~)/( 32 <<= −LurS Pp ηρ  where ρp is the particle density; rp is the radius of the particle; u (<1mm/s) 

is the flow velocity; L is the feature length of the system (refer to Table 4-1 for detailed values). It 

is thus possible that the particles closely follow and characterize the flow [86]. Figure 4-9 shows 

a composition of images indicating the instantaneous locations of tracking particles over time by 

superimposing sequential sampled video frames from the experiment. Pathlines of three tracing 

particles entering the range of vision at the moment of 0s, 1.5s and 6.5s are denoted by I, II and 

III.  The time-averaged velocity of the tracing particle is thus obtained.  

Symbol Notes Value Unit 

σm medium conductivity 0.5 mS/m 

εm medium permittivity 78ε0 F/m 

η dynamic viscosity 0.001 Pa·s 

rp particle radius 3 μm 

ρp particle density 1050 kg/m3 

L feature length 4 μm 

Table 4-1 Constants and parameters used in the experiment and simulation 
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Figure 4-9 Composite images of consecutive video captures of the tracing particle motion at 

1.5kHz and 6Vpp (the arrow indicates the particle moving direction). 

 

Three different voltages were applied to investigate the impact of voltage on frequency response. 

In order to avoid Faradic current that may happen at low frequencies, testing frequency is above 

500Hz. Figure 4-10a reveals the frequency response where a velocity maximum of 90μm/s, 

130μm/s and 200μm/s are found for the voltage of 6Vpp, 8Vpp and 10Vpp respectively. Figure 

4-10b is the plot demonstrating the relationship between the peak velocity and the square of 

voltage. A linear relationship between the two could be observed, which complies with the 

theoretical prediction in Figure 3-10. The maximum power consumption was found to be around 

2.5mW at 8Vpp. This power consumption is in the same order as what was reported in Ref.[87]. 

This low power consumption makes ACEO pumps promising for portable devices, which may be 

powered wirelessly by power telemetry technology. 
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Figure 4-10 (a)The frequency response under three different peak-peak ac voltages with the 

solution of a conductivity of 0.5mS/m and (b) The relationship between the maximum 

particle velocity and the square of the magnitude of the peak-peak voltage. 

 

4.5 A comparison between the simulation and experiments 

Figure 4-11a~d is a comparison between the simulation and the experimental results shown 

above. First, Figure 4-11 shows a consistent agreement of velocity magnitude and reasonable 

quantitative agreement of frequency between the theory and the testing. The experimental and 
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simulated results have differences of 19%, 6% and 1% for 6Vpp, 8Vpp and 10Vpp respectively in 

terms of the magnitude of the peak velocity. A good coincidence (less than 1/10 of a decade in 

the logarithm scale) between the theoretical and experimental frequency of the peak velocity can 

also be observed from Figure 4-11. In Figure 4-11d, both the simulation and testing show a linear 

relationship between the velocity and the voltage squared. Secondly, the simulation result shows 

the fluid velocity at 30μm above the bottom of the channel where most of the particles are 

observed to travel. However, the traveling height might be changed due to the unequal DEP force 

at different voltage, which balances the gravity and buoyancy. Therefore some minor 

mismatching of the maximum velocity exists between simulations and testing. Specifically, the 

discrepancies are 19%, 6% and 1% for 6Vpp, 8Vpp and 10Vpp respectively as aforementioned. The 

trend of the discrepancy change is consistent as the voltage goes up. Apart from this, the order of 

the testing with different voltages on the same chip may also cause some variation of the 

electrode performance [88]. Thirdly, a small correction factor (Λ= 0.001) is found to match the 

experimental result and the simulation, because the conventional ACEO model, involving an 

equilibrium approach to solving the electric domain problems, intrinsically exaggerates the flow 

velocity - the linear equilibrium model is unjustified for the high voltage (more than 25mV) 

across the double layer in the real situation [33]. The Λ value used in this paper is smaller than 

that found by other groups using similar conductivity electrolyte [44, 48, 88]. We believe the non-

ideal electrodes are mainly responsible for inducing the small Λ. The conventional ACEO model 

assumes that the electrodes are ideal perfectly polarizable (no Faradaic current) and the electric 

potential at the electrode surface VR equal to that from the power source. However, Kahn et al has 

revealed that devices fabricated by PolyMUMPs® process possess a surface oxide layer that can 

be as thick as 70nm, which is almost 30 times larger than that fabricated by other techniques 
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without hydrofluoric acid (HF) release and exposure to the air. The partially deposited gold layer 

further promotes the oxide layer thickness [89, 90]. These additional oxides layer may change the 

performance of our electrodes by introducing extra resistance and capacitance. This fact 

potentially affects the electrode array performance in two ways: On one hand, the electric 

potential of the electrode surface contacting the electrolyte is reduced, which leads to a higher 

threshold voltage for driving the liquid (or a small Λ). From literature review, ACEO experiment 

based on PolyMUMPs®  from Belisle et al [91] was also run at a relatively high voltage of 6Vpp 

than the experiments carried out by other groups using different fabrication techniques [33, 46, 

51]. On the other hand, the additional resistance and capacitance of the oxide layers, which are in 

series of the double layer capacitance CDL, shift the frequency of the maximum flow velocity. 

This could be observed by analyzing the minor frequency shifting between the simulations and 

experimental results in Figure 4-11a ~c. Finally, the conductivity of the bulk fluid may differ 

from that near electrodes, which may also contribute to the frequency shifting. Nevertheless, both 

the simulation and experiment showed that the new design concept of electrode arrays can 

successfully move liquid with a speed in the order of hundred micrometers per second and its 

performance is close to our anticipation from simulation. 
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Figure 4-11  A comparison between the simulation and the experimental measurement at 

(a) 6Vpp, (b) 8Vpp, (c) 10Vpp and (d) velocity vs. voltage squared (Λ=0.001). 
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4.6 A comparison with planar asymmetric electrodes 

Two planar asymmetric electrode arrays were also fabricated with Poly1 layer and Poly0 layer 

respectively, using PolyMUMPs® process. The detailed configuration is provided in Figure 4-12 

where the minimum gap distance between the long and short electrode is 4μm, the same as the 

feature size of the T-shaped electrode array. Additionally, the long electrode in the planar arrays 

also has the equal length to the T-shaped electrode. The gap distance between a repetitive unit is 

6μm. The testing on the two planar electrodes was carried out using a 6Vpp electric signal and DI 

water. 

 

 
Figure 4-12 Planar asymmetric electrodes made of Poly0 layer (top) and Poly1 layer 

(bottom). 

 

The frequency responses of the two planar electrode arrays are plotted in Figure 4-13 together 

with the T-shaped design at 6VPP, revealing the relationship of the velocity magnitude 

(considering only the magnitude of the velocity without any flow reversal). It is observed from 

the plot that the 3D T-shaped design can create a larger fluid velocity than both planar electrodes. 

This is the major motivation of our research focusing on electrodes of 3D designs for our ACEO 

pumps. The magnitude difference is obvious that, in terms of the peak velocity, the T-shaped 

design is 1.5 times faster than the planar electrodes made of Poly1 while 9 times faster than the 
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one made of Poly0. The significant difference of the peak velocity magnitude between planar 

electrodes may be attributed to the oxide thickness caused by galvanic attack during the HF 

release of PolyMUMPs®  process [92]. However, since the galvanic attack is inevitable and 

involved in all the three cases, it is still convincing that the T-shaped design works better than 

planar designs.  

 

 

Figure 4-13 A comparison between the velocity magnitude of T-shaped electrodes and 

planar asymmetric electrodes at different frequencies. 

 

4.7 Conclusion 

A novel design of an ACEO electrode array possessing a discretized structure was presented and 

its microscopic structures are explored by using FIB. Both simulation and prototype testing have 

demonstrated the functional abilities of the “T-shaped” 3D electrode array. . It was found that the 

simulation of the 3D model qualitatively matches the experimental observation, implying that the 

adoption of the conventional 2D ACEO model to a discrete non-planar design is valid. In 
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addition, discussion on the discrepancies between the experiments and simulations implying the 

impact on the electrode performance from the PolyMUMPs® process was provided. Finally, a 

comparison in regards to the peak velocity magnitude between the planar electrodes and the T-

shaped design was carried out, which proved the better performance of the latter one. 
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Chapter 5 

A Study on 3D Electrode Arrays Fabricated By PolyMUMPs® for 

ACEO Pumping 

5.1 Introduction 

PolyMUMPs® is a commercial microfabrication process with three electrically conductive 

polysilicon layers named Poly0, Poly1 and Poly2. These layers are deposited sequentially in the 

process with strictly defined thickness of 0.5μm, 2μm and 1.5μm respectively. The minimum 

feature size of PolyMUMPs® is 2μm [93] which makes it a simple and cost-effective alternative 

to the costly yet repeatable gold electroplating process [83, 94] for fabrication of 3D stepped 

electrode arrays. However, electrodes fabricated from PolyMUMPs® are subjected to a surface 

layer of silicon dioxide [95]. The influence of this surface oxide on mechanical properties has 

been studied [89], but its impact on microfluidic pumping has yet been addressed. For ACEO 

pumping, such oxide layer on the electrodes could inhibit Faradaic current at low frequencies, 

shift the flow peak velocity frequency, and elevate the threshold voltage to drive the liquid. As 

such, the study on the impact of such surface oxide on the pumping performance is necessary. 

 

In this chapter, we investigate four 3D stepped microelectrode arrays fabricated using 

PolyMUMPs® process. The performance of these four arrays is studied, followed by the analysis 

of the impacts from both electrode configurations and the surface oxide layer of polysilicon. 

Finally, the experimental results are compared with the FEM models and some insights to the 

performance of PolyMUMPs® electrode arrays for ACEO pumping are given. 
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5.2 Designs 

Cross-sectional views of the four electrode designs are shown in Figure 5-1 with detailed 

dimensions.  

 

 

Figure 5-1 The electrode dimension and gap distance of Array-1 to -4 (unit: μm). 
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Figure 5-2 Microscopic images of Array-1 to -4. 

 

Each array consists of a series of periodic electrode pairs (see Figure 5-1). The left electrodes in 

the periodic pairs are all electrically connected to an AC potential, while the right ones in the 

periodic pairs are all connected to an AC potential with a phase lag of 180˚ to the left ones’. The 

electrodes in the Array-1 and -2 have the same height but different gap distance; The electrodes in 

the Array-1 and -3 have the same gap distance but different height;  The electrodes in the Array-4 

has a longer Poly1 step, which is equal to the length of the Poly0 in the other arrays. Microscopic 

top views of Array-1 to -4 are shown in Figure 5-2. It could be observed that in Array-1, Array-2 

and Array-3 the steps show a dark color, which indicates that the surface of steps are not perfectly 

flat. The thickness of polysilicon goes down from the edge of the step to the middle of the step 

forming an indent on the step, which is similar to “T-shape” electrodes described in the previous 

chapter. By comparison, the dark region on the step in Array-4 appears to be much less. This is 

attributed to the large step area of Array-4, which creates a flat bottom of the indents on the steps. 
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This flat bottom shows the bright yellow color, the same as flat Poly0 layer in Figure 5. The dark 

line delineating the step of Array-4 shows the rim of those indents.  

5.3 Simulation 

Using the ACEO theory outlined previously, simulation is performed using COMSOL 

MultiphysicsTM (version 3.5a). The Array-1 is used as an example to illustrate how the governing 

equations and boundary conditions elaborated in Chapter 2 are applied to the geometric model 

(see Figure 5-3). The electric potential and fluid velocity is constrained by the periodic boundary 

condition at the two sides of this unit to mimic an infinite long electrode array. In Figure 5-3, Φ is 

the electric potential,  ∆ΦDL is the double layer potential drop which is the difference between the 

electric potential at outer side of the double layer and the potential applied to the electrodes; the 

reference potential VR is the potential applied to electrodes by a voltage source; σm is the medium 

conductivity; the double layer capacitance is CDL ≈ εm/λD  [15, 32] where εm is the permittivity of 

the medium and λD the Debye screening length; n is the unit normal vector, 1−=j and ω is the 

angular frequency of the sinusoidal voltage; t is the unit tangential vector and η is the viscosity of 

the medium; Λ is the ratio of the voltage across the diffuse layer and the double layer; The 

symbol *
 denotes the complex conjugate and ~ denotes complex vectors; u  is the time-averaged 

velocity; at the surface/boundaries the velocity is represented by u and , in particular, the slip 

velocity along the electrode surface is ACEOu ; p is the time-averaged pressure. 
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Figure 5-3 A schematic diagram of Array-1 showing the governing equations and boundary 

conditions. A surface oxide layer of the polysilicon electrode is highlighted by red color (not 

to scale). 

 

The conventional ACEO model only describes the performance of ideal electrodes that are 

perfectly polarizable and conductive [31, 80]. However, polysilicon electrodes fabricated by 

PolyMUMPs® process, unlike gold electrodes, are subject to a surface oxide layer on each 

polysilicon layer due to the galvanic attack, i.e.,  they are not ideal electrodes [89]. The galvanic 

attack takes place in the HF release step where 49% HF solution is used to dissolve the sacrificial 

layers between polysilicon layers. After the removal of the sacrificial layers, the polysilicon 

structures are exposed to the HF solution and a galvanic cell is formed leading to a surface oxide 
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layer on polysilicon [96]. The surface oxide layer on Poly2 is insignificant and thus it is ignored 

[89] in the model. For our case the thickness of sacrificial layer on top of Poly0 is almost 4 times 

thicker than that on Poly1, and Poly1 is stacked on Poly0. In the final release step, Poly1 is 

exposed to the galvanic attack earlier and for a longer time. Therefore, the surface oxide layer on 

Poly0 is also excluded and only the surface oxide on Poly1 is taken into account for a qualitative 

analysis. According to MEMSCAP, the surface oxide layer could be up to 20nm [90], and Kahn 

et al reported around 10nm surface oxide layer in their experiment for the p-doped silicon 

electrode [89]. It is reasonable to assume a 10nm surface oxide layer on the Poly1 layer for the 

electrode Array-1, -2 and -4 for in our simulation. Figure 5-4 shows the simulated maximum 

electric field at the peak velocity frequency. It explicitly illustrates that the surface oxide layer 

significantly reduces the normal component of the electric field at electrode-electrolyte interfaces, 

since the conductivity of the silicon dioxide is negligible and the working frequency 

satisfies  ω<<σm/εm<σm/εoxide [79]. 
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Figure 5-4 The maximum electric field at the frequency of the peak velocity of Array-1 (a) 

without a surface oxide layer on Poly1 and (b) with a 10nm surface oxide layer on Poly1. 

 

The non-dimensional frequency Ω  is defined as  Ω = ω/ω0 according to the RC charging 

frequency ω0=σmλD/(εmL), where L is the feature length, and ω is angular frequency of the driving 

signal; The time averaged flow velocity in the horizontal direction  is sampled at 30μm above the 

substrate (the same as the traveling height of tracing particles in the experiment), and is 

normalized by the reference velocity of ACEO flow uref =εmΛV0
2/(ηL) [33] (see Table 5-1 for 

detailed values of parameters). The normalized time averaged flow velocity vs. frequency is 

plotted in Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5-5 The non-dimensional frequency response for Array-1, -2, -3 and -4 (a) without a 

surface oxide on Poly1 and (b) with a surface oxide on Poly1 

 

Comparing Figure 5-5a and Figure 5-5b, it can be found that the surface oxide layer has clear 

impact on the peak velocity, for instance, the peak velocity frequencies of Array-1, -2 and -4 
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move to higher ones. The surface oxide layer is equivalent to an extra capacitor in series to the 

double layer capacitor and therefore results in a reduced total capacitance Ctot= CDL/(1+CDL/Co), 

where Co is the capacitance of the surface oxide. The peak velocity frequency related to the 

double layer charging frequency, ωpeak = σm/(CtotL),  consequently becomes higher. However, due 

to different dimensions of each electrode design, the impact of the surface oxide on the frequency 

shifting should not be the same. It is also noticed that in Figure 5-5a the normalized velocity of 

Array-4 crosses zero around Ω =0 indicating a reverse flow while it is not predicted in Figure 

5-5b where the surface oixde on Poly1 is considered. 
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Figure 5-6 Time-averaged streamline: (a)  Array-1 without oxide, (b) Array-1 with oxide, 

(c)  Array-4 without oxide, (d) Array-4 with oxide. 

 

The presence of the surface oxide on Poly1 decreases the magnitudes of the peak velocity for 

both Array-1 and -2, but increases the peak velocity about 3 times for Array-4, and has influence 

on Array-3. This different impact from the surface oxide layer for the “long” step design like 

Array-4 compared to others may be explained by the time-averaged streamlines in Figure 5-6, 

where Figure 5-6a and Figure 5-6c are without the surface oxide while Figure 5-6b and Figure 

5-6d are with the surface oxide layer. Comparing Figure 5-6a with Figure 5-6b, Figure 5-6c with 

Figure 5-6d, it can be observed that the vortices formed between the two electrodes will shift to 

the right when surface oxide presents. For Array-1, the shifted vortices interact with the electrode 

on the right (see Figure 5-6b), and capability of moving flow is weakened. Therefore, presence of 

surface oxide will degrade the flow pumping velocity for Array-1. For Array-4, the vortices 

create significant counter flow at the protruding electrode surface (see Figure 5-6c) which 

weakens the performance of the flow pumping; however, these vortices shift to the right and 
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away from the protruding electrode surface when surface oxide exists. At the new position (see 

Figure 5-6d), these vortices will enhance the flow instead of creating counter flow. Therefore, the 

presence of surface oxide for Array-4 improves its performance for flow pumping. The different 

impacts due to the surface oxide on the Poly1 indicate that the presence of oxide does not 

necessarily degrade flow velocity. 

 

5.4 Experimental results and discussion 

The experimental performance evaluation was carried out using diluted saline solution. 

Polystyrene spheres (PolyscienceTM) with an average diameter of 1.5 µm were utilized to trace the 

flow. Constants and parameters of the testing media and particles, etc., are provided in Table 5-1. 

It is noted that the Stokes number for this system is 110~)/( 32 <<= −LurS pp ηρ , where u

(<1mm/s) is the flow velocity at the measuring height. It is thus possible that the particles closely 

follow and characterize the flow [86]. During testing, a function generator (FlukeTM) was used to 

provide the AC driving signal to the electrode array. The arrays were immersed in the testing 

solution and covered by a glass slide to flatten the liquid surface as well as to slow down the 

solution evaporation rate [85]. The channel had a height of about 350µm. Particle motion was 

observed at approximate 30µm above the bottom of the substrate, where most of the tracing 

particles were traveling at. A digital camera mounted on the SUSS MicroTecTM probe station was 

used to capture the particle motions at 20 frames per second through NI LabviewTM. The captured 

images were analyzed using NI Vision Assistant. 
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Symbol Notes Value Unit 

ρm medium density 1000 kg/m3 

σm medium conductivity 0.5 mS/m 

εm medium permittivity 78ε0 F/m 

εoxide surface oxide permittivity 4.8ε0 F/m 

η dynamic viscosity 0.001 Pa·s 

rp particle radius 0.75 μm 

ρp particle density 1050 kg/m3 

L feature length 2 μm 

Table 5-1 Constants and parameters used in the experiment and simulation. 

 

Figure 5-7 shows images of the particle from the testing of Array-1 at 5kHz with 6Vpp. Figure 

5-7a~7e are five sequential snapshots illustrating the location of a moving particle at approximate 

0.5sec intervals and Figure 5-7f demonstrates the trace of the particle by superimposing the 

sequential sampled video frames. The time averaged velocity of the tracing particle is obtained by 

dividing the travel distance over corresponding travel time. As aforementioned, presumably, this 

particle velocity characterizes the flow velocity at the specific height that we are interested in. 
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Figure 5-7 Images showing the location of a single tracing particle at the moment of 0s, 0.5s, 

1s, 1.5s and 2s  and trace of the particle for Array-1 at 5kHz and 6Vpp. 
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A comprehensive frequency response of Array-1 to -4 is shown in Figure 5-8. By comparing it 

with the simulation in Figure 5-5b, the experimental results reveal the magnitude and frequency 

relationship between each design and confirm the impact from the thin surface oxide layer on 

Poly1. Generally the simulation incorporating a Poly1 oxide layer agrees better with the 

experimental findings. Array-2 shows a larger flow velocity than Array-1 indicated by both the 

simulation and the experiment, since Array-2 has smaller gap distance between adjacent 

electrodes which fortifies the electric field compared to Array-1. Figure 5-5a (without oxide on 

Poly1) shows the magnitudes of the Array-1 and 3 are close while the peak velocity frequencies 

are different. However, experimental result (see Figure 5-8) shows that the peak velocity of 

Array-3 is 1.5 times larger than that of Array-1 while their peak velocity frequencies are almost 

the same. The results in Figure 5-5b (with oxide on Poly1) have great agreement with 

experimental results. Furthermore, the experiment result shows that the Array-4 has a smaller 

peak velocity than the other three and it has no reverse flow. This is consistent with Figure 5-5b 

while contradicts Figure 5-5a. Generally, it confirms that the experiment result has a better 

coincidence with the simulation incorporating the Poly1 oxide layer.  
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Figure 5-8 Frequency responses of Array-1 to -4 under an AC voltage of 6Vpp 

 

Figure 5-9 demonstrates the peak velocity vs. voltage squared from both the simulation (dashed 

lines) and experiments (solid lines) at three different peak-peak voltages (4Vpp, 6Vpp and 8Vpp). 

From the experimental results, Array-2 has the maximum peak velocity in the four arrays for all 

three driving voltages while Array-4 has the minimum. The peak velocity of Array-3 at each 

voltage is larger than that of Array-1, though the difference between the two is prominent at 6Vpp. 

Figure 5-9 confirms that at different voltages the performance relationship between each array is 

the same as is revealed in Figure 5-8. The simulation results give the same conclusion, yet it is 

ideally a linear relationship between the peak velocity and the voltage squared. The testing is not 

as linear as the simulation, especially for Array-2 and -3. This may be caused by the saturation of 

EDLs at high voltage, which limits the maximum slip velocity. This effect is not significant for 

Array-1 and -4 as they possess much slower velocities that may not reach the limit of the 

saturation velocity. Therefore, the linear relationship can be maintained for the two. 
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Figure 5-9 Peak velocities vs. voltage squared from experiments (solid lines) and simulation 

(dashed lines) for Array-1 to -4 (set Λ=0.005). 

 

5.5 Summary and conclusions 

Four 3D stepped microelectrode arrays for ACEO pumping were designed in order to study the 

geometrical impact on pumping performance. They were fabricated by PolyMUMPs® process 

which may cause a thin surface oxide on top of the polysilicon layers. The performance of these 

electrodes for fluidic pumping was then evaluated by the simulation with and without the surface 

oxide layer on Poly1. The simulation revealed that the oxide layer played an important role in 

positioning the vortices between two adjacent electrodes and affected flow pumping performance 

differently. The experimental results were presented and compared with the simulated results. It 

was observed that the simulation considering the surface oxide layer on Poly1 agreed much better 
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with the experimental results. Similar phenomena were observed for titanium electrode arrays 

with surface oxide for ACEO pumping [63, 87]. The general findings and approach of this study 

are not only valid to the particular PolyMUMPs® electrodes, but could be extended for other 

electrode materials with a passivation layer. 
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Chapter 6 

3D Stepped Electrodes on a Flexible Substrate with Permanently 

Bonded PDMS Channels for Moving Microfluid 

6.1 Introduction 

Microfluidic devices have become the focus of research in recent years because of their ability to 

move and manipulate micro-scale fluid [97]. Recently, polymers become a promising alternative 

of base material, since the conventionally used silicon and glass substrates lack flexibility and 

have higher cost [98] which inhibit their application. Literatures about polymer microfluidic 

devices are reviewed elsewhere [4, 25, 99], and the major merits of such devices can be 

summarized as low-cost, disposable, flexible and biocompatible. Because of such advantages, 

polymer devices have seen great potential in medical implantation [100]. Furthermore, 

microfluidic devices based on flexible polymer films could benefit from eased post-processing 

such as die cutting and hole drilling, and replication methods allow mass production and rapid 

prototyping [24, 101].  

 

Lately, a large number of pure polymer microfluidic devices, such as micro-mixers and valves, 

have been reported where poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was extensively used [102-104], 

though most of them were passive devices. Comparatively, very few reports describe active 

microfluidic devices on flexible substrates, such as ACEO micropumps, featuring low power 

consumption and the absence of moving components. ACEO micropump using a 3D stepped 

design is the most efficient design in terms of performance, prototypes of which have been based 
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on glass or silicon substrates [33, 94, 105].  In this report, we present the first 3D stepped micro-

electrode array on a flexible substrate for ACEO pumping. 

 

There are several major challenges to realize such micropumps on a flexible substrate. The 

substrate material should:  1) Be compatible with common micro-fabrication processes, for 

example, resistant to variety of organic solvents and metal etchants if wet etching is involved; 2) 

Be resistant to high temperature; Heat treatment is commonly used to dehydrate the substrate, 

evaporate solvent from photoresist, and help cross-link photoresist, which could be more than 

200oC; Metal coating processes may  also elevate the substrate temperature to some extent 

depending on the specific process; 3) Possess a thermal expansion coefficient  matching that of 

metal for a good electric connection; 4) Be capable of bonding and packaging, which requires 

certain chemical properties of the substrate surface. Finally it is also desirable to create such a 

device in a low-cost manner.  

 

In this work, low cost polyimide (DupontTM Kapton® HN) sheets were selected as the substrate 

material. Kapton® HN polyimide, resistant to most organic solvents and acids, can work at a 

temperature more than 400oC and its thermal expansion coefficient is close to metal materials 

[25, 106]; hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ, FOx®-14 Flowable Oxide, Dow Corning Inc.) in 

conjunction with a thin Ti layer were used as an intermediate layer to enhance adhesion and 

improve bonding; SU-8 (Microchem Inc.) was used for making raised electrode steps and PDMS 

(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Inc.) was used for packaging. Au/Cr electric connections were 

patterned by wet etching.  
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Compared to previously reported 3D stepped microelectrode arrays on silicon substrates [33, 83, 

105, 107], our device provides improved flexibility and features simpler post-processing. In 

addition, we used a wet etching method with an angled directional metal coating approach to 

pattern metal layers. Finally, only two masks are involved in our work and the micro-electric 

connections are patterned in high resolution with a mask compared to Ref.[94]. The result is an 

innovative and effective method for making 3D stepped microelectrode arrays with a flexible 

substrate. 

6.2 Operational principle and the electrode design 

When an ac electric signal is supplied to electrodes immersed in an electrolyte, charges are 

induced to the surface of electrodes forming an electric double layer [31]. The outer layer, called 

diffuse layer, consists of mobile ions driven by the electric field established between oppositely 

polarized electrodes. The moving ions lead to the motion of water molecules surrounding them 

near the surface of electrodes. This water molecule motion provides a slip velocity that further 

drives the bulk liquid in a laminar flow manner. Symmetric planar electrodes powered by an ac 

electric signal do not create a directional flow in the bulk liquid as the slip velocity at the two 

ends of the same electrode counters each other (see Figure 6-1a). The 3D stepped design raises 

one end of an electrode to create a step, breaking the symmetry and turning the counter-flow 

vortices into additive contributions  thereby creating  directional flow in the bulk liquid(see 

Figure 6-1b) [80]. A top view of a 3D stepped electrode array is illustrated in Figure 6-1c. 
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Figure 6-1 A schematic diagram of the cross-sections of microelectrodes illustrating the time 

averaged slip velocity and the flow in the bulk liquid of (a) Symmetric planar electrodes (b) 

3D stepped electrodes; (c) A schematic diagram of the top view of the interdigitated 

electrode array. The regions delineated by the black rectangles are raised up. 

 

6.3 Fabrication process 

6.3.1 Substrate preparation and surface modification 

Kapton® HN sheets with a thickness of 125µm are used as the substrate, which provide well 

balanced rigidity and flexibility. They are first cut into small pieces with a size of 1.5cm×1.5cm, 

and then cleaned by acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and de-ionized (DI) water.  The cleaned 

pieces are blow dried using nitrogen gas and dehydrated on a hotplate at 200oC for about 10mins. 

Next, the Kapton® HN pieces are further cleaned by an oxygen plasma asher for 5mins to remove 

any organic contamination. These cleaned Kapton® HN pieces then are ready to serve as 

substrates.   
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The surface of Kapton® HN is chemically inert and resistant to most organic solvents and 

etchants. However, such an inert surface can also be a disadvantage as it resists adhesion and 

bonding. An HSQ intermediate layer is thus introduced to promote adhesion and silianize the 

surface for bonding with PDMS encapsulant. Prior to applying HSQ, a 20nm Ti relief layer is 

coated on the Kapton® substrate using an e-beam evaporator. The Kapton® HN substrate is then 

spin coated with FOx®-14 HSQ solution at 5500rpm for 45s resulting in a 200-300nm thick layer. 

The choice of this spin speed is based on the following considerations: the HSQ layer should be 

in the order of hundred nanometers for a good electrical insulation for the Ti layer and the 

electrodes; meanwhile, the thicker the HSQ layer, the easier it cracks after annealing, so the spin 

speed should not to too low; finally, the spin speed should result in an even coverage of the HSQ 

on the substrate. Therefore, a spin speed of 5500rpm is used in the fabrication, which give the 

best result. After spin coating, the sample is initially heated at 100oC for 1 min on a hotplate to 

evaporate excessive solvent. It is then transferred to an oven for curing, annealed at 400oC for one 

hour then slowly cooled down to room temperature. During this process HSQ is transformed from 

a cage structure to a network structure [108]. When HSQ is exposed to an O2 and moisture rich 

environment at high temperature during the curing process, Si-H groups tend to decompose to Si-

OH groups [109, 110], which is a drawback when HSQ is used as a low dielectric constant 

material [111]. However, it is preferable to cure HSQ in an air environment at a high temperature 

in this work to introduce silanol groups to form strong Si-O-Si bonds to create a permanent bond 

with PDMS encapsulants. These coated Kapton® HN substrates are temporarily attached to a glass 

slide using double sided tape. A rubber roller is used to flatten the substrate at the end of substrate 

preparation and to remove any air bubbles from the tape. 
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6.3.2 Fabrication of microelectrode arrays  

Electrode steps are made of SU-8 (25). SU-8 (25) is preheated to slightly reduce viscosity and 

spin coated on the prepared substrate at 5500rpm for 45s. It is then soft baked on a hotplate. The 

baking temperature is ramped from room temperature to 65oC, maintained at 65°C for 3mins, and 

then ramped to 95oC, where it is kept for 5mins. SU-8 is then exposed to UV light under a 

photomask (Figure 6-2a) for 8s. Post-exposure bake is performed on a hotplate. The temperature 

is ramped from room temperature to 65oC, maintained for 1min, ramped to 95oC, maintained for 

3mins and then slowly cooled down to room temperature. After SU-8 is developed, 50nm Cr and 

100nm Au are coated in an e-beam evaporator wherein the sample stage is tilted by about 35o 

(Figure 6-2b). This angled evaporation assures electric separation between the steps while 

guaranteeing metal coverage on one side wall of the steps.  Thereafter, S1813 positive photoresist 

is spin coated on top of the metal coating at 4500rpm for 45s, then baked on a hotplate for 2mins 

at 115oC, followed by UV exposure for 9s (Figure 6-2c). The S1813 photoresist is developed in 

MicropositTM MFTM-319 developer (Dow Corning Inc.) for 30s. The chip is immersed in DI water 

right after development to stop etching the photoresist. The patterned photoresist shows electrode 

shape and protects the metal which should not be removed in the following steps. A hard bake of 

the photoresist at 130oC for 5mins after development is also conducted to improve the yield in the 

subsequent etching steps. The chip is then immersed in gold etchant TFA (Transene Company 

Inc.) with agitation for about 20s. Since the gold etchant is compatible with Cr [112], Cr layer is 

working as an etch stop. Au is completely removed in regions without being covered by S1813 

resist. The sample is then doused in DI water to completely stop gold etching that may cause 

undercutting. Cr layer is wet etched by chromium etchant 1020AC (Transene Company Inc.) for 

around 20s to completely remove Cr where is not covered by S1813 and then rinsed in DI water 
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(Figure 6-2d). Finally, the S1813 photoresist on top of the patterned electrodes is stripped off by 

NanoTM Remover PG (MicroChem Corp.) and the glass substrate is removed using a razor blade 

(Figure 6-2e). 

 

 

Figure 6-2 (a)~(e) Schematic diagram of the fabrication process (not drawn to scale). 

 

6.3.3 Fabrication of PDMS micro-channel and packaging  

A PDMS micro-channel is cast against a mold (see Figure 6-3) with a complementary channel 

pattern made of SU-8 (50) on a silicon wafer.  
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Figure 6-3 A mold made of SU-8(50) on a silicon wafer for casting PDMS channels. 

 

The process of making the mold is as follows. 

1. The silicon wafer is cleaned by acetone, IPA and rinsed in DI water. It is then dehydrated 

on a hotplate at 200oC for about 15mins to evaporate any moisture. It is further cleaned 

by O2 plasma for 10mins.  

2. SU-8 (50) is spin coated on a 4 inch silicon wafer at 500rpm for 15s, ramping to 1500rpm 

for about 1min and slowing down.  

3. The SU-8 layer is then relaxed overnight (over 6 hrs) to let SU-8 reflow. 

4. Softbake is performed on a hotplate by ramping the temperature from the room 

temperature to 65oC at 120oC/hr and held at 65oC for 15mins; then it is ramped from 65oC 

to 95oC at the same rate, and held at 95oC for 2hrs. 

5. 24hrs relaxation to relieve internal stress. 

6. Before exposure, the UV lamp should be warmed up for 5mins. Expose the SU-8 (50) 

resist for about 6s at 1000W (18.8  intensity). 

7. 2hrs relaxation before PEB to reduce internal stress. 
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8. PEB is performed on a hotplate by ramping the temperature from the room temperature to 

65oC at 120oC/hr and held at 65oC for 15mins; then it is ramped from 65oC to 95oC at the 

same rate, and held at 95oC for 30mins. Cool it down slowly (120oC/hr) to release the 

stress. 

9. 24hrs relaxation after PEB. 

10. Develop the resist using SU-8 developer. The wafer is entirely immersed in the solution 

for 3mins with agitation. After 3 mins development, regular check the pattern to 

determine if further development is needed.  

11. Clean the wafer with IPA and dry it with N2 gas. 

PDMS is prepared using Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning Inc.) with a weight ratio of resin and 

hardener equal to 10:1. The blend is then degassed in a vacuum chamber for about 30mins. After 

degassing, PDMS is poured onto the mold slowly and baked on a hotplate at 80oC for 1hr. After 

baking, the PDMS is molded with channel patterns and peeled off from the silicon wafer using a 

scalpel. The channel is approximately 80µm high and 250µm wide with two fluidic ports, which 

are punched at two ends of the channel by a hole puncher (McMaster-Carr Supply Co.). The 

PDMS channel is cleaned in IPA and rinsed in DI water. Both the PDMS cover and the substrate 

are treated by O2 plasma for 1 min. A drop of ethanol is applied to the substrate before bringing 

the two together. This prevents immediate bonding and thereby facilitates alignment. 

Components are aligned under an optical microscope. After the ethanol is dried, the bonding is 

stabilized by heating it on a hotplate at 80oC for 1 hr. Figure 6-4a shows the three major layers 

(PDMS, adhesion layer and Kapton®) of a complete sample and Figure 6-4b shows the actual 

appearance of a complete device. 
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Figure 6-4 (a) and (b) are the schematic diagram and actual appearance of the complete 

device respectively. The size of the device substrate is 1.5cm (length) × 1.5cm (width)  

 

6.3.4 Fabrication results 

In our work the step height h of the electrodes is designed to be 5µm and the gap distance d is 

10µm (Figure 6-1b). The length of a single stepped electrode is L = 200µm and the total length of 

the microelectrode array is 5mm as illustrated in Figure 6-1c. L is less than the PDMS channel 

width, which allows the stepped electrodes to be fully enclosed by the channel. To evaluate 
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fabrication quality and compare it with the design specification, the profile information is first 

extracted from the central area of the microelectrode array along aa’ as is shown in the Figure 6-5 

The final step height is around 7µm. This is close to our design specification. However, due to the 

high viscosity of SU-8 (25), further reduction of the thickness after spin coating is almost 

impossible. Other low viscosity SU-8 products, for example SU-8 (5) and SU-8 (10), could be 

used without the preheating step to reach sub-10μm feature height. Because these SU-8 products 

were not immediately available in our lab, no trials were carried out with them. It is also of equal 

importance to investigate the metal coverage to assure the electric connection. Figure 6-6 is an 

SEM image showing both the structure of the stepped microelectrode array and the electric 

connections. Regions covered by metal are bright while insulating regions are dark. It indicates 

that Au/Cr covers the bottom, desired side wall, and the top of the electrode steps. Finally, both 

the profilometer and SEM image indicate that the side wall is steep and the step corners are sharp.  

 

 

Figure 6-5 The microelectrode array is characterized by a profilometer where the electrode 

height is obtained along aa’. 
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Figure 6-6 An SEM image showing the structures and metal coverage of the microelectrode 

array. 

 

6.4 Testing and results 

6.4.1 Bonding testing 

The PDMS channel can revert to a hydrophobic state several hours after O2 plasma treatment. 

This could result in difficulties of loading liquid into the channel due to high hydraulic resistance. 

Therefore a strong bond between the channel and substrate is preferred, preventing leakage  and 

debonding during the process of loading liquid. Shear testing was performed to evaluate the bond 

strength between HSQ and PDMS as illustrated in a schematic diagram (Figure 6-7a). The cured 

PDMS was cut into blocks of 1cm×1cm×3mm (length×width×thickness). PDMS blocks and the 

substrate were bonded together in the same manner as mentioned above. The sample was 

adhesively fixed to the testing bench by double sided tape. The metal handle, constrained from 

tilting up by two horizontal bars, connected to a digital weight scale, was brought into close 
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contact with the PDMS block and substrate. The other side of the digital scale is connected to a 

three axial manipulator to pull the scale and adjust the position. The digital scale has a resolution 

of 1g and is first reset to zero before pulling the PDMS block. The entire experimental process 

was recorded by a camera to help find out the maximum load, since the peak value is shown in 

the display almost instantaneously. The testing was repeated 5 times. Average peak load was 

3.6±0.3kg, i.e., the bonding shear strength was approximately 3.53×105 Pa based on the 1cm2 

sample (taking g=9.8N/kg). It was observed that a thin layer of PDMS was left on the substrate 

after pulling off the PDMS block as shown in Figure 6-7b. This indicates two facts: 1) 100% 

bonding occurs between PDMS and HSQ, which will ensure a well defined PDMS channel 

without local weak bonding along the channel walls; 2) the Si-O-Si bonding is even stronger than 

PDMS material, which fractures before debonding. This strong bonding capability of HSQ and 

PDMS produces well sealed micro-channels, which can undergo large hydraulic pressure. 
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Figure 6-7 (a) The setup for shear testing shown in a schematic diagram (b) A thin layer of 

PDMS is left after pulling off the PDMS block.  

 

6.4.2 Bending testing 

Although Kapton® promotes  substrate flexibility compared to Si and glass, HSQ may develop 

micro-cracks after annealing caused by tensile stress, which is similar to the Si substrate [113]. 

These micro-cracks do not directly lead to an open circuit. However, they do limit the bending 

capability of the device. A 20nm Ti is coated on the substrate before applying HSQ as 

aforementioned, aiming to alleviate the tensile stress and enhance the adhesion between HSQ and 

the substrate. To verify the effectiveness of the Ti layer, the substrate was partially screened by 

tape during Ti coating. After the tape was removed, the substrate was coated with HSQ using the 

same approach. Figure 6-8 shows the surface conditions after annealing of HSQ in the oven. The 

image shows an explicit boundary between regions with and without the Ti layer being 

sandwiched between HSQ and Kapton®. Micro-cracks are spreading in all directions forming 

divots to the left of the boundary where no Ti layer was included while no obvious micro-cracks 

are observed to the right where Ti was utilized. It is also noted that very  few micro-cracks extend 
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beyond the boundary. This comparison indicates that the Ti layer is effective in reducing the 

micro-cracks of HSQ developed after annealing process. 

 

 

Figure 6-8 After annealing, HSQ develops micro-cracks without a Ti layer (left), but no 

micro-cracks with a 20nm Ti layer beneath the HSQ layer (right). 

 

Despite the effectiveness of Ti in suppressing the development of cracks on the HSQ layer, there 

is still a maximum angle the substrate could be bent at. A series of tests were carried out to 

qualitatively study the crack resistance of the layer. Figure 6-9 incorporates six images showing 

crack development under different warping or folding conditions. In the upper right corner of 

Figure 6-9a~f, a diagram illustrates how the substrate was deformed.  Figure 6-9a shows the 

surface condition when no physical deformation was imposed. Figure 6-9b and c are the images 

taken after the substrate was warped against a cylindrical surface with a radius of 57mm and 22 

mm respectively. The arc angles of the warped substrate were around 15o and 45o respectively. 

Figure 6-9d~f illustrates the effects when the substrate was folded at angles of 45o, 90o and 120o 
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respectively. It can be concluded that warping against a smooth cylindrical surface and small 

angle folding do not cause obvious damage to the HSQ/Ti bonding layer. However, pervasive 

cracks are found at the folding angle of 90o (Figure 6-7e). At 120o not only cracks are observed 

but more flakes are produced (Figure 6-7f).  The average density of cracks at 120o is about twice 

of that at 90o (measuring the number of cracks in the same size areas). It is also noted that the 

majority of the cracks develop along the folding line. 

 

 

Figure 6-9 The generation of micro-cracks in the bonding layer at (a) no bending, (b) 

warping against a cylindrical surface of an arc angle of 15o  and with a radius of 57mm, (c) 

warping against a cylindrical surface of an arc angle of 45o  and with a radius of 22mm, (d) 

folding at 45o, (e) folding at 90o and (f) folding at 120o (the dotted lines indicate the original 

position of substrate without any deformation while the arrow shows the folding direction). 
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6.4.3 Fluidic testing 

The sample was first fixed to a glass slide by adhesive tape to provide a flat surface for the soft 

substrate, which would ensure easy microscope focus and keep liquid in the channel at the same 

level. Silicone tubes were connected to the inlet/outlet via hard pipette tips. Copper adhesive 

tapes extended the electric connection pads on the substrate.  External ac power was provided by 

an Agilent 33220a function generator. A syringe was used to load DI water with 2µm diameter 

latex spheres (PolyscienceTM) into the micro-channel as tracing particles. The tracing particle 

motion was observed through an optical microscope (Motic® PSM1000), captured by a digital 

video camera and recorded by a computer using National Instruments (NI) Labview™.  

 

 

Figure 6-10 The fluidic testing setup where the sample is fixed to a flat glass slide. 
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Before injecting liquid into the micro-channel, any air bubbles in the syringe and tubing were 

eliminated. In addition, the channel was purged several runs before testing to completely drive 

away any air. Before starting experiments the absence of tracer motion was ensured. This is 

imperative to ensure that tracer motion during testing was unrelated to any external pressure 

difference. The microscope was focused on the surface of the electrode to measure the tracer 

motion close to the top of the electrode. It was observed that tracers close to the electrode surface 

moved along the electrode track in the forward direction as is illustrated in Figure 6-1b.  This 

directional motion of tracers characterized the ACEO flow created by the surface slip velocity of 

electrodes and was taken as a measure for the performance of the pump. Figure 6-11 is an image 

taken during the pump is running. The two horizontal dark lines are the boundaries of the micro-

channels which fully enclose the electrode steps. Two moving tracers are circled and their 

moving direction is labeled.  

 

 

Figure 6-11 The image taken from microscope when the pump is running where moving 

tracers and channel boundaries are both labeled.  
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Because the syringe was kept static during the testing, the liquid level in the outlet tube was also 

maintained. Therefore, the entire pumping region was closed. The ACEO flow stopped and built 

up a back pressure at the outlet tube which in turn produced a reverse fluid motion due to the 

pressure gradient across the channel. Therefore, a backward tracer motion was seen in the region 

farther above the electrode surface compared to the tracers traveling forward. The two opposite 

tracer motion at different height took place simultaneously after reaching a steady state, forming a 

fluid circulation in the channel, which was congruent with previous research [94]. 

 

Increasing/decreasing the testing voltage elevates/reduces the fluid velocity at each frequency 

accordingly, which was found elsewhere [94, 105]. A 5Vpp testing voltage was used in this study 

to enable us to capture the fast tracer motion at low frequencies and measure slow motion at high 

frequencies. Another fluid testing was also carried out when the substrate was warped like Figure 

6-9c in order to explore the functionality of the pump under bending condition.  Since the 

microscope light underwent multiple reflections within the warped PDMS encapsulant, it was 

difficult to obtain focused images. To facilitate our experimental observation and acquisition of 

images with acceptable quality for velocity measurement, the warped substrate was immersed in a 

liquid puddle in a chamber with a glass slide on top to flatten the liquid surface, replacing the 

PDMS channel. This testing setup is shown in Figure 6-12 where the sample is fixed on the 

cylindrical surface of a plastic mold. A warped PDMS sheet with a square through hole is placed 

on top of the pump substrate and a glass cover slide is on top of the PDMS hole so that the 

pumping area is enclosed in a chamber (see the schematic diagram in the bottom right corner of 

Figure 6-12). The chamber is filled with DI water. 
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Figure 6-12 The fluidic testing setup where the sample is fixed to a curved surface. 

 

The frequency responses are shown in Figure 6-13. The lowest testing frequency was set to 

500Hz to avoid any low frequency electrolysis. The blue line with square markers represents the 

testing with a flat substrate and the electrodes enclosed in the channel. The maximum forward 

velocity measured was approximately 370µm/s at 500Hz. The red line with round markers in 

Figure 6-13 gives the frequency response for bent substrate. The maximum forward velocity 

measured in this scenario was around 180µm/s at 500Hz. In both testing results, the frequency 

responses indicate a consistent decrease of the forward fluid velocity as frequency goes up.  

However, the warped sample has a lower measured velocity at each frequency than the flat 

substrate. This could be attributed to several factors. First, when the substrate is bent, the electric 

field might be weakened due to the enlarged distance between adjacent electrode surfaces. 

Secondly, because the ACEO flow is initiated by the fluid flow along the electrode surface, the 

tangential velocity, rather than the horizontal velocity, should be consistent along the electrode 
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track. The horizontal component of the velocity is thus reduced. Thirdly, a bent substrate also 

stretches the metal layer and thereby the electric connectivity could also be impaired. Finally, the 

discrepancy may also be affected by the testing setup and using two devices. Despite the 

discrepancies of the velocity magnitude, it successfully demonstrates that this 3D electrode array 

on flexible substrate can work in both flat and bent conditions.   

 

 

Figure 6-13 The frequency response at 5Vpp ac voltage 

 

6.5 Conclusion 

To the best of our knowledge, this report describes the first 3D stepped microelectrode array on 

Kapton® HN substrate made for moving liquid by ACEO.  An HSQ/Ti layer is included for 

permanently bonding Kapton® HN substrate and PDMS encapsulant. Electrode steps are made of 

SU-8 photoresist and the Au/Cr layer of electrodes is patterned by wet etching.  The final micro-

electrode array is enclosed by a PDMS cover with micro-channels. Three different tests to 

evaluate bonding, bending and fluidic performances were conducted. These found that the 
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bonding between HSQ and PDMS is strong enough for fluidic testing. The Ti layer enhanced the 

bending capability of the HSQ substrate. Finally, details of the frequency response acquired for 

both the flat substrate and bent substrate at 5Vpp using latex tracing spheres are reported, 

indicating that the 3D electrodes on flexible substrate can work in both conditions. This report on 

the first 3D stepped microelectrode array created on a soft substrate offers a promising technique 

to satisfy the biomedical need for implantable active microfluidic devices. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

ACEO, one of the AC electro-kinetic phenomena, can be applied to controlling and manipulating 

micro-scale liquids. Asymmetric configurations of ACEO electrodes that can create a directional 

fluid motion have been extensively explored in the past decade. Enclosing those ACEO 

electrodes in a micro-channel thus creates a miniaturized pumping system, which has great 

potential in biochemical analysis and medical implantation. For example, planar asymmetric 

ACEO electrodes in a closed loop have seen its advantages in circular chromatography [114] and 

high pressure 3D stepped ACEO pumps have the potential to be used as glaucoma implants. The 

potential applicability of ACEO pumps are determined by the features of ACEO pumps, which 

can be summarized as follows. 

 

1. ACEO pumps without movable components usually have relatively simple structures compared 

to mechanical micropumps such as peristaltic pumps and the ones using check valves. ACEO 

electrodes are easier to fabricate than movable components; furthermore, immobile electrodes are 

more reliable than movable parts. 

 

2. ACEO pumps have low power consumption. The minimum AC voltage involved in our work 

is less than 2Vrms. 
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3. The ACEO velocity has frequency-dependence. In other words, the flow velocity and pressure 

are tunable by varying the voltage frequency. Thus, adjustable ACEO pumps are adaptive when 

the working environment is changing. 

 

4. The ACEO velocity is a surface velocity which is not affected by the channel height. 

Therefore, micro-channels can be designed in versatile ways as long as the pressure is not the 

concern. 

 

5. Electrolysis is often a problem of EO pumps [115, 116], since they usually employ a DC 

electric voltage over 10V [13]. The electrolysis of water generates air bubbles that can block the 

microchannel and cause the discontinuity of liquid medium [117]. AC voltage with a sufficiently 

high frequency can avert electrolysis, thanks to the fast switching of the anode and cathode of the 

electrodes. ACEO pumps also require a low voltage for operation, which also reduces the risk of 

low frequency electrolysis. 

 

The entire work in this thesis is about the study, design and fabrication of novel ACEO pumps 

which could make use of the above advantages of ACEO pumps to satisfy medical needs. The 

major contributions of this work to the field of research can be summarized into the following 

three aspects. 

 

1. Design, characterization and experimental evaluation of “T-shaped” electrode array for ACEO 

pumping.  
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This novel “T-shaped” design incorporates discretized electrodes that increased the area for 

producing the ACEO surface flow compared to the continuous electrodes. In addition, the 

concept of “conveyor belt” used in the 3D stepped electrodes was applied to both the top and side 

walls of the discrete electrodes to fully utilize the electrode conductive areas. A full 3D 

simulation was performed which adopted the conventional 2D simulation approach while 

extended it to a 3D model. The simulation showed that both the top and side walls were capable 

of creating a directional flow. The testing also demonstrated that the flow velocity was faster than 

the planar asymmetric electrodes.   

 

2. Comparative study between experiments and simulations to reveal the possible effect of 

surface oxide layer on PolyMUMPs® electrodes used for ACEO pumping. 

The possible effect of the oxide layer on the surface of electrodes made by PolyMUMPs® process 

was studied through numerical analysis. The numerical analysis was carried out based on the 

conventional 2D approach for ACEO simulation using the cross-section of the continuous 

electrodes. However, to account for the surface oxide of the electrodes due to galvanic attack, 

taking place in PolyMUMPs® process [92, 96, 118], the model was modified by assuming a 10nm 

thick oxide layer on top of Poly1 layer. A comparative study on the simulated time-averaged 

streamlines demonstrates how the surface oxide affects the flow profile near the electrode surface 

(“conveyor belt”). Experimental evaluation has also been conducted. The fluid velocity of each 

pump was normalized and plotted together to show a descriptive and straightforward relation of 

the velocity magnitude and peak velocity frequency between them. This experimental result was 

then checked against the simulation result which demonstrated that the surface oxide may have 

significant impact on the velocity magnitude and frequency shifting. This study could not only be 
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applied to PolyMUMPs® electrodes but also to others with a native oxide, for example Ti and Al 

electrodes.    

 

3. The first 3D stepped electrodes on a flexible substrate with a bonded PDMS channel for ACEO 

pumping. 

A 3D stepped electrode array was first time fabricated on a Kapton® soft substrate which is low-

cost, possesses great flexibility, and is biocompatible. Several breakthroughs have been made. 

First and foremost, the rigid silicon base material was replaced by flexible Kapton® sheets which 

enabled the device to be bent. This was an important feature for devices to fit in limited spaces to 

be portable or attach to non-flat surfaces to be wearable. For an implant, flexibility could also 

facilitate surgical operations by reducing the cut on human tissue in order to embed the device. 

Second, the Kapton® surface was modified using Ti/HSQ to enable it to bond with PDMS 

channels. The inert Kapton® surface was not capable to be bonded with PDMS. However, cured 

HSQ provided Si-OH groups that were the key to forming Si-O-Si bonds with PDMS. However, 

HSQ also had drawbacks that it could crack after annealing. This problem has been overcome by 

using a thin Ti layer which suppresses cracks and improved the quality of HSQ layer. Third, 

Cr/Au electrodes were wet etched which was a simple manner to pattern electrodes. Last but not 

least, three different tests were conducted to evaluate the bonding strength, bending capability 

and the pumping performance. This work, to our best knowledge, was the first ever practice to 

transfer 3D stepped ACEO electrodes to soft substrate and enclose them in micro-channels.  
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7.2 Future Recommendations 

1. Optimization of “T-shaped” electrodes. 

The “T-shaped” electrodes were first time designed and created. Through this work, the 

performance of the design was explored. However, the geometrical structure has not been 

optimized. Since the electrode configuration has great impact on its performance, it is necessary 

to optimize the structure for the best pumping performance. Necessary optimization may include 

the adjustment on the length relationship of features, for example, making d1:d2:d3:d4=1:1:1:1 (see 

Figure 4-1c) This 1:1:1:1 relationship is proved to be the optimum design for corresponding 3D 

stepped electrodes [33]. It is thus believed that this adjustment can also improve the performance 

of this “T-shaped” design. 

 

2. In-depth study on the surface oxide of PolyMUMPs® electrodes. 

The impact of surface oxide of PolyMUMPs® electrodes has been studied through numerical 

analysis using COMSOL and experiments. This was our first time work to investigate the role of 

surface oxide in microfluidic pumping. A follow-up study using microscopic method can better 

help us confirm our assumption and simulation findings. In particular, PolyMUMPs® is a 

powerful commercial fabrication process that allows us to prototype our designs without concerns 

about the fabrication recipe like in-house fabrication. Therefore, a thorough understanding of this 

issue could assist us to better utilize this process that may avert or minimize the surface oxide 

effect. 

 

3. Improvement of ACEO micropumps on soft substrates. 

Although the ACEO micropump on Kapton® soft substrate has been demonstrated and extensive 

testing has been carried out. Some improvements can be made for better fabrication yield, 
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performance and durability. In this work, electrodes were patterned by wet etching. Although wet 

etching is a relatively simple process, it has very strict requirement of timing to control the 

etching depth. An alternative can be lift-off process with negative photoresist. A thin negative 

photoresist is tried for lift-off without any success. It takes longer time to strip off the photoresist 

coating on side walls and this long developing time usually causes the entire photoresist layer 

removed by the developer. A potential solution is to use a thick photoresist to cover the steps 

forming a flat photoresist layer.  This would prevent the photoresist from being stripped off from 

areas without intended metal coverage. The other major issue we encountered is the weak gold 

adhesion on HSQ layer. Despite of the good electric connection, extra care should be taken of 

when attaching copper tapes to the connection pads to avoid peeling off gold. Soldering is almost 

impossible as gold can be removed during this process. It is believed that silicon nitride (Si3N4) 

may be a potential substitution for HSQ to improve the gold adhesion. However, only certain 

deposition methods, for example plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) could be 

used considering the decomposition temperature of Kapton®. Finally, our first prototype only 

verifies the fabrication protocol and recipes, so only limited length of an electrode track has been 

made. In the future work, a longer track can be fabricated to generate sufficiently high pressure to 

server different usages. 

 

4. In-depth investigation on long-term biocompatibility of Kapton polyimide used for biomedical 

implants should be conducted in the future work. Some preliminary studies have been done and 

indicate that polyimide is safe [119] and stable without cytotoxicity [120]. However, the safety of 

using such material for eye implants should still be verified. 
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5. Potential issues in the bioapplication of ACEO micropumps remain to be addressed in the 

future research. For example, biofouling may take place when biomolecules accumulate in the 

microchannel and clog the micropump. Therefore, the microchannel height should be at least 

50μm, larger than the biomolecule size [121]. Besides, working frequency of ACEO micropump 

could be tuned to the frequency range where biomolecules are subject to negative DEP. In such 

case, biomolecules can be repelled from the electrode surfaces to reverse the adsorption of 

biomolecules. Finally, a very fast ACEO could also purge the channel and drive any biomolecules 

away from the microchannel. 
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